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Re: Letter of Introduction – Preliminary Biomass Feasibility Report
On behalf of McKinstry Essention, Inc. (“McKinstry/McKinstry Co.”), we are honored by the
opportunity to present this Preliminary Biomass Feasibility Report in response to your request
for renewable energy services for Lemhi County Economic Development Association (LCEDA).
We are confident you will find it substantiates the feasibility for biomass renewable energy
systems throughout Lemhi & Custer Counties, Idaho. We look forward to the opportunity to
work with LCEDA in developing and implementing integrated design and delivery solutions for
the greater communities of Lemhi & Custer Counties.
The purpose of this Preliminary Feasibility Report is to educate, inform and provide a foundation
for further discussion and development for biomass use in Lemhi and Custer County
communities. The following are the key points covered in Section 1 (General Approach):












Introduction & Historical Perspective
ESPC, Demand-Side & Supply-Side Management
“Performance-Based” Design-Build: Integrated Design & Delivery
High-Performance Facilities
Community Development Initiative & Renewable Energy Programs
Total Cost of Ownership (TCO)
Financial Engineering & Business Methodology
ESPC & Biomass Heating
Biomass 101/Woodchips vs. Pellets
Sample Biomass Boiler Systems
Cellulose to Ethanol

MCKINSTRY ENERGY SERVICES
As the leading energy services provider for public institutions in the Northwest, we are
committed to providing an exemplary project that benefits Lemhi & Custer County communities
beyond just energy conservation. It is our goal to provide a substantive impact on LCEDA’s goal
to provide sustainable economic development, jobs and improved environment, through the
integrated use of local, renewable resources. In addition, it is our goal to provide a “roadmap”
whereby public agency, schools and healthcare facilities can, not only, reduce their energy costs,
but provide facilities that are more healthy, safe, secure, productive and comfortable.
RENEWABLE ENERGY SOLUTIONS – THE BENEFITS OF BIOMASS
As recognized by the US Governments’ “Healthy Forest Initiative”, there is a tremendous need
to process the biomass waste that is generated in our forests each year. This biomass waste
creates a hazardous fire climate that often burns catastrophically. Biomass is an enormous
regional resource that is abundant, clean and renewable. It provides rural communities an
abundant, clean, sustainable and affordable means to heat their public facilities, as well as
provide real potential for revenue generation and economic growth.
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KEYS TO SUCCESS – TCEP
The success of a renewable energy, conservation and economic development project is
dependent on several factors – all of which must be met. These factors are as follows:
Technical & Operational
Key technical, operational and engineering factors must be identified, measured and confirmed
to insure that a proposed demand-side (conservation) or supply-side (generation) is technically
feasible – irrespective of contractual, financial or political considerations.
Contractual
Assuming some degree of public ownership, the project(s) must comply with Idaho State
statues on ESPC, Design-Build, etc. As a public/private partnership, Design-Build-Operate &
Maintain (DBOM) and Design-Build-Own-Operate & Maintain (DBOOM) are contractual options
whereby McKinstry has a direct, equity stake in the project, with the optimum percentage of
public/private ownership being determined as the project is developed and implemented.
Economic/Financial
Although grants, incentives, carbon offsets and financing subsidies make a project more
financially and politically attractive, a project must be able to financially “stand on its own legs”.
Economic sustainability is vital and a sound investment-grade business plan will ensure the
project is funded, delivered and operational for decades to come.
Political
Regardless of the validity of the other factors, a majority of the community MUST have the
political will to see the project through, recognize its long-term benefits, and be willing to take a
non-traditional approach to solving its energy, infrastructure and economic challenges.
SECTION 2: DEMAND-SIDE (CONSERVATION) & SECTION 3: SUPPLY-SIDE (POWER GENERATION)
This report provides a preliminary assessment for demand-side (conservation) and supply-side
(energy generation) projects based on the use of biomass resources. As every energy project
should include conservation and facility improvements in existing facilities, one of the most
dramatic ways to accomplish this is by converting to biomass fuel, which costs substantially less
than electric or propane, while reducing greenhouse gas and airborne emissions. Energy
Conservation Measures (ECMs) and Facility Improvement Measures (FIMs) are discussed in
each facility/client narrative. In addition, there is a separate section on the benefits of a
biomass co-generation (co-gen) or combined heat & power (CHP) plant for the principal
generation of revenue, jobs and overall economic development.
McKinstry excels at innovative solutions financial engineering and incentives that provide a
practical means to design & deliver renewable energy programs which are practical and
financially appealing. Our Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) methodology ensures that we
implement the best program; one that is vendor, fuel, design and equipment-neutral. Please
feel free to contact me should you have any questions or requests for clarification.
Sincerely,

David C. Naccarato, MA – Business Development Manager
davidn@mckinstry.com
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INTRODUCTION & HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
Since 1997, Federal utility de-regulation, rising energy demand and
national and global market dynamics have contributed to accelerated
increase in the cost of energy – particularly in the Northwest &
Mountain States, which historically have enjoyed some of the nation’s
lowest power rates, due in part, to a robust hydro-electric network.
Rising energy costs have put substantial economic pressure on rural
communities, already suffering from the loss of traditional economic
base related to mining, forestry manufacturing and other
commodity/resource-based industries. Idaho exemplifies this
condition, as many rural and forest-based communities struggle with
ways to bolster their depleted economies and deteriorating
infrastructure. Service-based industries have failed to replace the level of income and benefits
once provided by traditional industries. As Federal and State budget constraints quell any hope
for support or relief, communities are being forced to confront their economic and infrastructure
challenges on a local level. Cities, counties and school districts are hard-pressed to ask their
constituents for more taxes, despite increasing municipal, infrastructure and deferred
maintenance needs.
The following are just some of the challenges common to public institutions:












Failure to keep pace with rising expectations
Failure to keep pace with rising inflation
Inability to do more with decreasing resources
Mounting deferred maintenance and an aging infrastructure
Costly technology investments
Rising cost of utilities
Aging & inefficient equipment
Low-performance facilities
Archaic contracting methodologies that guarantee low performance
Unsure how to leverage technologies
Tax payers are economically stressed

ENERGY SERVICES PERFORMANCE CONTRACTING (ESPC) – DEMAND-SIDE MANAGEMENT
In 2000, Idaho passed the Energy Services Performance Contracting Enabling Legislation (I.C.
§67-511D). Performance Contracting provides a way for public institutions to leverage future
cost-avoided energy and O&M savings, to pay for improvements in the comfort, safety, and
efficiency of their facilities today. The financial and operational performance is guaranteed
by the ESCO (Energy Service Company), eliminating the risks usually associated with the
traditional “low-bid” approach to construction projects. In sum, it is a methodology that helps
public institutions fund much needed Energy Conservation Measures (ECMs) and Facility
Improvement Measures (FIMs) to upgrade facilities and reduce their energy use by a significant
amount – typically 20-30%.
The ESPC process employs a Design-Build construction
methodology. ESPC focuses on existing buildings and energy conservation (demand-side
management).
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The following are examples of Idaho public institutions that have implemented ESPC projects:
Higher Education:
1. Boise State University
2. ID State University
3. University of Idaho
K-12:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Emmett School District
Council School District
Kellogg School District
Meridian School District
Minidoka School District
Twin Falls School District
Kimberly School District
Caldwell School District

Municipalities:
1. ID State Capital Mall
2. Adams County
3. Caldwell City
4. Ada County
5. Canyon County
6. ID Dept. of Corrections (pending)
EXAMPLE OF ESPC PROJECT SUMMARY – CALDWELL SCHOOLS
Scope:

District-wide ECMs (Energy Conservation
Measures) including HVAC retrofit for
Wilson Elementary

Project GMAX Cost:

$5,990,380

Annual Cost-Avoided Energy Savings:

$293,438 (Adjusted energy use baseline
for existing systems operational
requirements)

Annual O&M Hard-Dollar Cost-Avoidance:

$19,638

Utility Rebates:

Approx. $245,000

Term of Financing:

20 years

Initial Term of M&V:

3 years

Utility Escalation Rate:

5.0% (annual)
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EXAMPLE OF ESPC INTEGRATED DESIGN APPROACH
The following graph is an example from Caldwell School’s ESPC project. It demonstrates the
integrated design approach utilized in ESPC. The project includes ECMs (Energy Conservation
Measures – green dots) which are primarily energy related measures with relatively fast
payback (10 years or less). These measures contribute cost-avoided monetary savings with
which to pay for other FIMs (Facility Improvement Measures) – measures that are only part
energy related or are necessary facility improvements. Together, an “integrated” project can be
designed and delivered within the negotiated financial terms.
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ESPC: COST-AVOIDED ENERGY SAVINGS
The following graph is an example of the “before and after” Energy Use Index (EUI) for
Caldwell School’s ESPC project. Cost-avoided energy savings are based on units of energy,
NOT dollars. The actual dollar savings are calculated from the dollar value of each energy unit
saved ($0.00 per kwh, mmbtu, therm, etc.). In other words, the higher the cost of energy
increases, the greater the cost-avoided dollar savings. Note that the facilities titled WAES
(Washington Elementary), VBES (Van Buren Elementary) and DIST (District Office) do not show
improvement, as no energy conservation projects will be implemented in these facilities. These
two schools will be replaced with new LEED Silver High-Performance facilities, and the District
office will be moved into a newly remodeled facility.
EUIs Before and After Proposed ECMs
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SUPPLY-SIDE MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS: POWER GENERATION & REVENUE
In 2004, Idaho passed a bill (I.C. §31-869) that provided explicit authorization for Counties to
sell electricity produced by renewable (biomass, solar and geothermal) energy plants (up to
25MW) for the principal purpose of providing revenue for the municipality. This coupled with
the revised PURPA agreements, provided a way for communities to consider leveraging local
renewable energy resources as a means to generation sustainable economic development and
long-term revenue, rather than relying solely on property taxes.
DESIGN-BUILD – INTEGRATED DESIGN & DELIVERY
Idaho statutes allow for public institutions and schools to employ a
Design-Build process based on the design-build authority granted
to public municipalities pursuant to I.C. §67-2309. This provides
public institutions a construction methodology that relies on
qualifications and performance, rather than on the more frequently
used Design-Bid-Build (“bid-spec” or “low-bid”). This is particularly
important when implementing a project that requires a long-term
“Total Cost of Ownership” (TCO) approach so as to insure its
financial and operational success.
Design-Build is a method whereby a project’s design and
construction are included within one contract and implemented by a turn-key Prime
Contractor. This allows cost savings on a number of fronts. First, administration costs are
lowered as there is only one contract to monitor. This is contrary to more traditional
approaches where design, construction and other needs are covered by several contracts.
Second, the possibility of costly design changes may be eliminated, as construction
and design are done simultaneously. When unexpected design changes are needed, it is
easier and less costly to alter the design during the design phase rather than ordering a change
once the design phase is completed. In addition, by using a single contract for both design and
construction, the owner does not have to coordinate the activities of the designer and builder,
since one party is responsible for both functions. Design-build also enhances the
quality of the work performed. In Design-Build, qualifications of the firm, not price,
should be the determining factor in choosing a firm for a public project.
“PERFORMANCE-BASED” DESIGN-BUILD
“Performance-Based” Design-Build is a term we use to describe a Design-Build process that
includes distinctive project and facility performance benchmarks that incorporates a
means to quantify, measure and guarantee the project performance. These projects must
include comprehensive life-cycle performance or “Total Cost of Ownership” analysis that
substantiates the value of a specific equipment, design, system, etc. for lower complete costs
over time. “Performance-Based” Design-Build should ideally mandate a vendor, equipment,
design and fuel neutral process, so that there are no pre-conceived biases for one solution
over another. Decisions should be made in an integrated design & delivery process with
the Design-Build Prime Contractor, integrated design team and the Owner, examining the
modeling analysis to determine the best “design-build” solution.
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The following are some of the key reasons public institutions prefer ESPC & “PerformanceBased” Design-Build:
 Better alternative to “low-bid” process – better designs, systems & equipment
 Emphasizes lowest Total Cost of Ownership
 Single-point of accountability – Turn-key Provider/Prime Contractor
 Operational & financial risks are burdened by DB Prime Contractor (ESCO for ESPC)
 Open-book cost-plus pricing that demonstrates full disclosure and transparency
 Eliminates any incentive to “cut corners”
 Projects are properly commissioned
 THREE GUARANTEES:
Cycle Performance

Cost-Avoided Energy/O&M savings, GMAX price, Life-

TIMELINE FOR SIGNIFICANT DEMAND-SIDE & SUPPLY ENERGY PROGRAMS IN IDAHO














2000: Idaho passes ESPC Enabling Legislation
2001: ISU first public institution to employ ESPC
2004: K-12 “Housekeeping Legislation” – explicitly allowing K12 to use ESPC
2004: Boise State University implements an $8M ESPC program
2004/5: Council Schools receives a $581K Fuel for Schools biomass grant and becoming
the first biomass heating project in Idaho. Passes their school bond by 74%.
2005: Idaho State Capital Mall implements a $4M Design-Build ESPC program
2005: Montana Passes ESPC Enabling Legislation
2006: Kellogg Schools receives a $381K Fuel for Schools biomass grant and passes their
school bond by 76%, becoming the second Idaho School to implement a biomass
heating system. Kellogg
2006: Legislation allowing counties to implement small alternative energy generation
plants (biomass, solar and geothermal) primarily for revenue growth
2007: Caldwell School District is the first Idaho K12 District to implement integrated
design & delivery (Design-Build) methodology to construct two High-Performance LEED
Silver elementary schools that will be 30% more energy efficient than the International
Energy Code (IEC) – making them the most efficient schools in Idaho. This $30M
project includes both new Design-Build construction and a $6M ESPC project. Caldwell
passes their bond by 76%.
2007: University of Idaho begins a $35M ESPC energy savings Design-Build
infrastructure improvement project – the largest ESPC project in the NW.
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“HIGH-PERFORMANCE” BUILDINGS: SUSTAINABLE, HEALTHY, EFFICIENT & COST-EFFECTIVE
High-Performance-Based” facilities utilize sustainable integrated
design strategies, along with the best-performance equipment,
designs, and systems. However, far more is considered than
just efficient energy use. These facilities provide a better indoor
climate for occupants. The Carnegie Foundation found a direct
correlation between improved indoor comfort & a child’s ability
to learn. In addition, the less a school spends on energy,
utilities and O&M costs, the more resources they have to spend
on education. Performance is benchmarked, measured and
guaranteed, with significant inputs calculated from a best lifecycle performance & Total Cost of Ownership perspective.
The following is, on average, the amount of savings associated with HighPerformance facilities:

Energy
Savings
30%

Carbon
Savings
35%

Water Use
Savings
30-50%

Waste Cost
Savings
50-90%
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High Performance Facilities Improve Occupant Health

High Performance Facilities Improve Productivity
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High-Performance Schools = High Performance Education

High-Performance Facilities = Strong Financial Returns
On average, for every one “first-cost” dollar invested in high-performance upgrades, these
improvements return $15-20 over a period of 20 years.
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MCKINSTRY’S COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVE
McKinstry’s “Community Development Initiative” is a program that focuses on integrated
conservation, sustainable energy and economic development solutions for communities and
public institutions. It focuses on the following key points:










Strives to close the economic gap between urban and rural communities
Provides a substantive impact on communities’ infrastructure
Combines demand-side & supply-side energy solutions
Provides a methodology for community/municipal-owned, supply-side energy projects
designed to provide sustainable revenue
Provides sustainable jobs based on local resources
Provides a long-term revenue source for community economic development
Orchestrates integrated community partnerships (county/city/schools/hospitals)
Provides aggressive subsidized financial engineering
Integrates renewable energy designs & systems; e.g., biomass generation providing
CH&P to bio-fuel or pellet production plants utilizing local resources

MCKINSTRY’S RENEWABLE ENERGY PROGRAM

McKinstry specializes in a number of renewable energy programs, including the following
sustainable fuels, technologies and resources:






Biomass
Solar
Wind
Geothermal
Bio-Fuels (bio-diesel and ethanol)
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McKinstry’s approach to renewable energy projects can be summarized as follows:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Adaptable to numerous locations and communities, using various local resources &
agricultural products.
Scalable to multiple sites, optimizing capacity (large or small) based on logistics and
resources, allowing us to implement projects in as many communities as possible.
Sustainable in both micro & macro economic terms by integrating & managing inputs
and outputs within local economies, providing efficient processes and value-added
products that hedge against market fluctuations, while at the same time reducing
greenhouse gas emissions and dependency on imported energy & fuels.
Unique supply & demand-side integrated design & delivery solutions.
Replicable to a diverse number of local and regional economies providing jobs and
long-term economic growth.
Efficient in energy use, process designs, production, operation & maintenance and
Total Cost of Ownership (TCO).

TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP (TCO): TRUE LIFE-CYCLE PERFORMANCE
Any institution that is serious at implementing at renewable energy projects, high-performance
facilities, energy conservation or energy generation projects, must employ a design and delivery
process that incorporates a true life-cycle performance analysis and methodology. Better
designs, equipment and systems will ultimately cost more “up front”, but will return real savings
at a rate of many times the original investment. McKinstry has developed a comprehensive
decision support tool which we call our Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) approach. This tool was
developed from our extensive design and construction experience, as well as our experience
managing over 100 million square feet of facilities for clients across the country.
This tool consists of a comprehensive first cost, operating cost and capital renewal estimate,
that is rolled into a client dashboard to support client decisions. Though we offer this service in
conjunction with our mechanical contracting projects, the platform is developed for the entire
turnkey project. We can deliver a truly comprehensive look at value-creating options that
return net-present value over the long-term ownership of the facility. This includes all building
systems and operating costs of the entire array of requirements extending from systems
maintenance to staffing levels, and from janitorial expenses to security costs. We have
developed industry baselines, benchmarks and project targets that allow our clients to quickly
see the impact on TCO costs of both large-scale systems options, as well as individual
component analysis. We are using this tool with much success on several major projects in the
Northwest and are excited to implement this process for Caldwell’s High-Performance DesignBuild project.
Our approach also includes concurrent sustainability and LEED scorecard tracking, along with
productivity and building flexibility valuations to provide for true long-term costs of ownership
from the property owner and occupants’ perspective. We feel that providing such a
comprehensive and efficient decision support tool can help complex teams with seemingly
disparate motivations, deliver facilities with superior performance.
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WHAT IS TCO? – A BETTER WAY TO MAKE DECISIONS
McKinstry’s Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) modeling is a replicable, self-documenting decision
making process that considers first costs, life-cycle costs, and other key inputs to optimize
sustainability and true life-cycle performance costs.
The following is a summary explaining our Total Cost of Ownership approach in more detail.
•

TCO Provides A Comprehensive Life-Cycle Cost Analysis
– Annual Preventive Maintenance
– Major Repair & Replacement Costs
– Utility Costs
– First Costs
– Capital Renewal Costs
– Facility Flexibility
– Risk Management
– Performance Benchmarks
– LEED & Carbon Footprint

•
•
•
•

Balance between real-world & theoretical facility operational processes
Providing a bridge from construction to long-term operation
Replace “Value Engineering” with TCO
Financial & operational modeling to inform sound design and construction
decisions

Optimizing all costs of ownership over the life-cycle of the facility

Life-cycle
CAPEX
costs
First costs

TCO
Improved
life-cycle
flexibility

“Churn”
costs
Operational
costs
Energy
modeling

We believe that your facilities are part
of your business strategy, impacting
your costs, your mission, your
reputation and the productivity of your
employees. The goal of TCO is to make
design and construction choices that
optimize the present value of all the
costs incurred and all of the value
delivered over the life of your facility
asset.

Operational
benefits

TCO is not a one-size-fits-all tool.
McKinstry has developed business
Improved
analysis processes that allow us to work
productivity
with you, to customize our tool to your
unique “thumbprint”. Once this framework is in place, only then do we work together to model
the specific design options that you are considering.
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How does TCO work to optimize decisions and save money?
Our TCO modeling tool is set up to capture first costs, operational costs, future capital
replacement costs, churn costs (due to occupant relocation and space use changes), LEED First
Costs and Operations Cost. The cost-assessment part of the tool is calibrated to reflect your
accounting practices around cost of capital, inflation assumptions, depreciation and expected
resale or write-off of assets.
We also work with you to quantify benefits—again in terms that match your business
assumptions. Productivity, operational staffing preferences and flexibility to alternative
operational scenarios are all examined and built in to the model in a way that matches up with
your business values. Once the basic model is set-up and the assumptions in it are validated,
we can evaluate different scenarios for the project. Multiple scenarios can be compared to see
how they score. This can be done for both high-level global analysis, as well as for detailed
subcomponent design.
Finally, after a design is complete, the TCO tool can be used as the basis for developing an
operating plan that optimizes operational choices for the selected design. The operating plan
also serves as a benchmark for the future measurement and management of your facility.
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What TCO Is Not
TCO uses some of the concepts that may be familiar from real estate decision-making,
operating cost modeling, and component life cycle cost analysis. Despite the similarities
however, TCO is different in its approach. Here’s why:
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Why TCO? Why Now?
Over the past twenty years, systems-thinking has become increasingly prevalent in business
best practices, as a way to deal with increasing complexity and change. Systems-thinking
attempts to consider all of the factors and inter-relationships that can affect outcomes over
time. In the physical world, this often translates into a product life-cycle approach to decisionmaking.
The increase in systems-thinking and global life-cycle-thinking has had a direct impact on
industrial practices. One noticeable result is the developing practice of concurrent engineering,
or design-build in the construction world. Systems-thinking brings to the forefront the impact
that design decisions can have on construction costs and design-build attempts to optimize
complex decisions with an interactive process.
Design decisions do not just impact construction costs. The logical next-step is to consider how
design decisions impact all facility life-cycle-costs, as well as how they can impact future
productivity and flexibility. This is the gap that Total Cost Analysis can bridge. TCO takes into
consideration some of the same factors as LEED and sustainable building, but it seeks to
reconcile these objectives within a comprehensive business case. In this way, it responds to a
need for common sense sustainability. In other words, our goal is to see that decisions are
made that have a measurable impact and real value over time.

McKinstry & TCO
McKinstry has a long track record of taking a life-cycle approach. Our business is structured
around a wheel of services that span the facility life-cycle. We believe that being vertically
integrated helps us to look at our clients’ assets in the same, responsible way that they do.
We consider design,
service and facility
develop preventive
eliminate the cost of

construction and commissioning to be an investment that pays off in lower
management costs. Likewise, in our operationally focused groups, we
maintenance and Facility Management (FM) programs that reduce or
future capital replacements and repair.

Our approach is more than just a philosophy. We have experience providing comprehensive
facility services that optimize the life-cycle cost. We were among the earliest contractors in the
Northwest to embrace design-build, having developed a unique total cost approach to
managing critical environments; and we have recently introduced a transitional services offering
that optimizes facility operations by redesigning the hand-off between construction and
occupancy (TSO).
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We have progressively developed a comprehensive TCO methodology and tool kit. TCO analysis
has been implemented and has successfully improved total cost decision making on a wide
range of facilities such as the Tommy Bahama Headquarters at 428 Westlake; the 307 Westlake
laboratories, and Bothell Schools. Our advantage as an innovator in this area is clear: we are
uniquely positioned to bring together the financial expertise, design excellence and operational
data-points to build a truly comprehensive model.
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TCO: What Does the Process Look Like? – A Multi-Stage Analysis
Step 1: Draft Model Creation: your unique “thumbprint”
The first step of TCO involves setting up the model so that it
reflects the operating and financial assumptions you already
use to manage and make decisions about your business. We
interview your managerial accounting group to understand
your assumptions about inflation in different sectors, your
cost of capital (or your investment opportunity cost for
capital), your investment horizon and your assumptions
about facility asset values at the end of that time period.
We use this information to tailor our calculations of the Net
Present Value of future costs and benefits such as operating
expenses and capital expenditures. The reason for these
NPV calculations is to bring all of the costs and benefits in
the facility life-cycle back to today’s dollars (total or
annualized) for comparison and understanding the tradeoffs
on an “apples-to-apples” basis.
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Step 2: Benchmarking
In the second step of TCO, we generate meaningful benchmarks that provide context for the
new building. Benchmarking facilities is sometimes criticized because no two buildings are the
same. We believe, however, that even the discrepancies can be informative; if they can be
explained, they provide a snapshot of the “value of the different choice”; and unexplained, they
can bring about a useful re-examination of underlying assumptions.
McKinstry collects industry benchmark data through our membership in associations such as
BOMA and IFMA. This data is often general, but a good reality-check that allows for crossindustry comparison. We also create benchmarks out of historical information from our existing
clients. This is one of the areas where our experience in “going around the wheel” with so many
of our clients adds significant value to our analysis; we understand the choices they have made
in design and the direct impact those choices have had on the facility’s operational life.
Finally, we collect historical data from the TCO client’s other facilities. This is at once the most
relevant data, and also the most limiting, as it will not expose the value of alternatives if all of
the facilities have been designed and are managed in a similar way. Nonetheless, setting a
client-specific benchmark is important, allowing the team to certify improvements.
Good collaboration between McKinstry and the Owner can make this phase of benchmarking
significantly more productive. At this stage we would endeavor to work closely with the facility
manager to understand the reasons behind the discrepancies in operational cost for different
School District buildings. We will also work with them to hypothesize about factors that may be
limiting operational efficiency or increasing capital costs.
Schedule of TCO Values

Step 3: Client Profile
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In Step 1, we developed the framework for a model where the calculations reflect how our
client thinks about their business. This is the “language” in which the model speaks. In Step 3,
we come to the question of “what is the model going to talk about?”
Here, we take some time to understand the goals of the building through the program
definition. This is the foundation for evaluating how well the facility meets its original
objectives. Once we understand the performance goals, we can create worksheets that address
benefits such as the value of increased productivity, or flexibility to new programming, or
increased capacity. Understanding operational goals and expected churn also helps to tailor the
existing parts of the tool that are focused on cost assessment. While no model is going to
capture all the ways in which a facility meets its programming goals, the creation of a model
around this notion of “success”, keeping the original priorities in focus once the design tradeoff
phase begins.
At the end of Step 3, the TCO tool is complete. It can now be used to evaluate concept choices
and design choices.
Step 4: Evaluation of Design Concept & Major Design Decisions
In Step 4, the model gains interfaces that allow for easier assumption testing. The major
design concepts are entered into the model to test their impact on overall life cycle cost and
benefits.
This step of global analysis should be repeated at predetermined intervals that are scheduled
weekly, monthly, or corresponding to milestones in the design process. Regular, integrated
examinations of design choices are one of the most important benefits of applying the TCO
process to a complex system.
Step 5: Component Analysis
Once the major design concepts are selected, component choices can also be examined in rapid
revisions. These small, interactive test-runs provide feedback on key decisions and emergent
issues as the design progresses. In other projects we have tracked these decisions using an
issues list that converts into a Facility-Improvement-Measure (FIM) Matrix.
While this stage looks at components, much like an engineering analysis of life-cycle costs for a
sub-system, it is different in that it looks across domains with a financial eye, as well as a
technical eye. This stage is most successful if the GC, the trades and the facility management
company can be brought together to participate in these evaluations. We foresee working
closely with Lemhi County and Custer Counties and school during this step to incorporate their
understanding of how design choices can drive value in their relationship with the facility.
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Step 6: Final Design and Plan
At this stage, McKinstry develops the final documentation about design variables and design
decisions. We collect the data from various hypothesis tests and provide a summary trade-off
analysis. We also document the operating assumptions that led to the selection of the optimal
design, since they will be essential in formulating an optimized operations plan and evaluating
future operational performance.
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FINANCIAL ENGINEERING & BUSINESS METHODOLOGY
The long-term success of any renewable energy project mandates
that it is financially – not just technically – sound. The Total Cost
of Ownership must be benchmarked, measured and quantified to
show a substantial savings to the Owner over time. No renewable
energy project should rely on incentives or grants to make it
economically feasible – especially a supply-side project, which
requires a sound business plan sans incentives or grants in order
to be funded. Grants, incentives and financing subsidies should be
used to make an already financially sound project all the more
attractive. In addition, any true turn-key design & delivery project should include financing,
because without it, the project would never be built.
The following are just a few of the financing methods used for demand-side (conservation) and
supply-side (generation) projects:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tax-exempt municipal leases
General Obligation Bonds (school construction, ESPC, etc.)
Tax-exempt municipal revenue bonds (supply-side projects)
Integrated investment strategies, including Prime Contractor annuity contracts
Design-Build-Operate & Maintain (DBOM)
Design-Build-Own-Operate & Maintain (DBOOM)
Qualified Zone Academy Bonds (QZAB) – School projects
Clean Renewable Energy Bonds – Renewable generation projects

OPM – OTHER PEOPLE’S MONEY
There are a multitude of sources for grants, incentives and subsidized interest financing that
can be included to make a project even more attractive. Some of these sources for OPM
include:













Grants (Private, State, Federal)
Interest & Financing Subsidies (QZAB, CREBs, etc.)
Utility Incentives
Climate Trust Carbon Offset Credit Grants ($3.50/ton CO2 for 15 years)
Guaranteed Cost-Avoided Energy and O&M Savings
Revenue Bonds (does not obligate tax payers)
General Obligation Bonds (ESPC)
Tax Exempt Municipal Lease-Purchase (ESPC & Supply-side_
Guaranteed Utility Purchase Agreements (Supply-side Projects)
DBOM & DBOOM – Contractor Equity Stake (Supply-side Projects)
Revenue Bonds (Supply-side Projects)
CREBs – Clean Renewable Energy Bonds (Supply-side Projects)
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FINAL POINTS
•

Sustainable energy projects must stand on its own legs

•

Subsidies, grants and incentives should be “frosting”

•

The renewable energy project’s financial feasibility study should not be
burdened with other facility deferred maintenance needs

•

A renewable energy project must focus on long-term performance and Total
Cost of Ownership – not just first costs

•

Integrated Design & Delivery (“Performance-Based” Design-Build) is the only
effective way to implement a high-performance new construction and
renewable energy projects

•

The prime contractor should be equipment, fuel, design, system and
equipment-neutral

•

Integrated community partnerships are the format

•

Any supply-side project should also include conservation work to existing
buildings

•

Renewable energy projects require the political will to succeed
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BIOMASS HEATING FOR PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS (K12, HOSPITALS & MUNICIPALITIES)
Biomass represents a significant opportunity for rural and forest-based communities to
drastically reduce their cost of heating by converting to inexpensive biomass fuel in the form of
woodchips or pellets.
Renewable biomass is abundant throughout Idaho. We recognize that federal and state forest
lands are currently governed by restrictions that impact the ability to process renewable forestbased biomass waste. However, the following chart shows the extent of biomass fuel resources
available in Idaho:
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BIOMASS ENERGY 101
 Biomass is derived from the conversion of any organic material into useful energy
(thermal, electrical or chemical energy).
 Biomass is generated from forest fuel residue, forest product residue & agricultural
waste.
 Biomass is commonly used in the timber industry for process heat, such as drying kilns.
 Biomass is common in New England states and Northern Europe.
 The expansion to biomass fuel in the western United States has taken longer due to the
historically low cost of electricity and the reduction of forest-based industries and wood
products infrastructure.
 In recent years there has been an dramatic increase in biomass fuel awareness due to
rising energy costs, forest fuel reduction, and concern over global warming.
 Biomass accounts for 1.5% of US power generation – more than all other renewable
energy (geothermal, solar & wind) combined.
Biomass Energy Resource Hierarchy
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BIOMASS FUEL PAYS!
The following chart demonstrates the significant fuel cost savings that biomass fuel provides, as
compared to other traditional energy sources. The increased cost for pellets reflect the higher
production costs associated with processing and drying this fuel. However, pellets can have
advantages over woodchips in many instances (see “Woodchips vs. Pellets”).
Energy Cost Comparison Per 1 Million BTU's
$25.00

Heat Unit Cost ($$/MMBTU)

$20.00

Nat. Gas Rate of:
Wood Chip Rate of:
Wood Pellets Rate of:
Electric Rate of:
LP Gas Rate of:
#2 Fuel Oil Rate of:

$21.83

$21.43

LP Gas

#2 Fuel Oil

$ 1.000/Therm
$ 25/Ton
$150/Ton
$ 0.048/kWh
$ 2.00/Gallon
$ 3.00/Gallon

$15.00

$14.07

$10.00
$10.00

$8.82

$5.00
$2.45

$Nat. Gas

40% M.C. Wood
Chips

Wood Pellets

Electric

Fuel Type

BTU Cost Comparison
$25.00

$175.00/ton

$160.00/ton

$150.00/ton

$40.00/ton

$30.00/ton

$20.00/ton

$10.50/decatherm

$10.00/decatherm

$9.50/decatherm

$2.00/gallon

$1.50/gallon

$3.00/gallon

$5.00

$2.75/gallon

$10.00

$1.75/gallon

$15.00

$2.50/gallon

$ per Decatherm

$20.00

$0.00
Fuel Oil

Propane

Natural Gas

Wood Chips

Wood Pellets
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HEALTHY FOREST INITIATIVE
The following photos compare an unhealthy forest that is hazard fuel rich and prone to
catastrophic fires vs. a healthy forest that is more disease and fire resistant. Creating an
economic incentive & market demand for processing renewable forest waste is key to providing
sustainable fuel, improved environment and economic growth.
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BIOMASS – FUEL OR FIRE

WHY BIOMASS?
 It’s an energy resource that is accessible, renewable, inexpensive, and LOCAL
 It improves air quality by reducing airborne emissions & greenhouse gas
 It provides substantial cost reductions as compared to traditional fossil fuels and
electricity
 Fuel cost savings can fund other facility and infrastructure improvements
 It attracts other subsidies, grants & economic support
 It can play a key role in economic development for rural communities
 It can be a catalyst for integrated community partnerships
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BIOMASS IS GREENHOUSE GAS NEUTRAL

Closed-carbon loop
– CO2 is released when biomass is burned
– CO2 is captured when biomass is grown
– When fossil fuels are burned, CO2 is released that has been stored for millions of years
– Plants are able to recycle only some of the CO2 released when fossil fuels are burned
BIOMASS FUEL IS CLEAN & IMPROVES AIR QUALITY

Fuel Management (Prescription Techniques) Pollutant Emissions Comparisons

Pounds of Pollutant / Ton
Burned

35.00
30.00
25.00
20.00
15.00
10.00
5.00
0.00
Particulate PM10

CO

NOx

Pollutant

Wildfire
Prescribed Burn - Pile
Colorado BioFuels Project Stack Test (TSP)

Prescribed Burn - Broadcast
Darby School Stack Test (TSP)
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Rough Comparison of Emissions from Fuel Types
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WOODCHIPS OR PELLETS – PROS & CONS
Neither woodchips nor pellets have an inherent advantage over the other on all instances.
Rather, both have advantages and disadvantages that are project and site specific. The
following are just some pros and cons to each type of fuel and can be seen as a general
guideline in selecting the best fuel type. However, each project must be examined on its own
specific measures and a TCO analysis should be used to selecting the best fuel type.
Wood Chip Advantages
• Renewable & greenhouse gas-neutral; qualifies for carbon offset credits
• Often the lowest Total Cost of Ownership due to remarkably low fuel costs, which has
also been relatively consistent over the past 40 years
• Fuel is abundant and readily available for school-sized boilers
• Fuel is often donated for school-sized boilers
• Wood chip boilers work very well with larger heating applications
• May burn very rough fuel that is considered trash wood – ideal for processing slash piles
• Boiler systems are capable of burning many fuel grades or types
Wood Chip Disadvantages
• Higher equipment first-cost
• Larger building, storage and stack requirements
• Critical to minimizing dirt and rock contamination in handling and delivery process
• Inconsistencies in moisture content and fuel types
• Lower burn efficiencies (NOT dirty burn just lower BTU output per volume of fuel)
• Higher operations & maintenance costs
Pellet Advantages
• Renewable & greenhouse gas-neutral (depending on process heat source)
• Consistent fuel quality
• Pellets provide superb fuel cost savings as compared to natural gas or fuel oil heat
• Fuel is easy to transport, handle and store.
• High combustion efficiency
• Pellets are compact, reducing storage space and cost
• Pellet-fired systems have a lower initial boiler plant cost
• Smaller boilers available for lesser applications
• Pellet boilers usually need less operations & maintenance
• Pellets can be seen as less messy than chips and therefore are often ideal for rural
hospital applications
• Pellets qualify for carbon reduction, particularly if sawdust (not fossil fuels) are used for
heat in the drying production process
Pellet Disadvantages
• Pellets Fuel cost is higher than wood chips due production and drying costs
• Pellets may not provide sufficient fuel cost savings as measured against natural gas to
cost-justify a conversion from natural gas
• Bulk fuel may not be in short supply in the local market
• Higher quality wood & sawdust is needed to produce residential grade pellets
• Pellet’s market price can fluctuate more widely than woodchips
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SOME EXAMPLES OF BIOMASS BOILER HEATING SYSTEMS
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SAMPLE WOODCHIP SUPPLY & DELIVERY
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SAMPLE WOODCHIP FUEL HANDLING
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SAMPLE WOODCHIP BOILER
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SAMPLE PELLET BOILER SYSTEM
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CELLULOSIC ETHANOL – THE FUTURE OF BIOMASS FUEL RESOURCES
As the cost of fossil fuels continues to increase, the push for alternative energy solutions for
automobile transportation continues. Recognizing the limitations of corn-to-ethanol, it is
broadly recognized that cellulose-to-ethanol is the “holy grail” of renewable fuels technology –
both from an environmental impact and production supply standpoint. As corn-to-ethanol can
never displace the demand for gasoline, cellulose-to-ethanol has the theoretical capacity to do
so when supplies of forest waste, urban biomass, agricultural biomass and commercially
produced cellulose (e.g., switch grass) is factored in.
Those communities that develop their existing biomass resources for demand and supply-side
projects, are in a good position to expand this infrastructure further to incorporate cellulosic
ethanol technology and production, as part of their long-term sustainable energy and economic
development plants.
The following are several sample cellulosic processing flow diagrams for general information
only:
Example of process flow for concentrated acid hydrolysis
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Example of process flow for dilute acid hydrolysis

Example of enzymatic hydrolysis
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INTRODUCTION: DEC 20, 2007 AMENDED FINAL SECTION 2 – BIOMASS FUEL CONVERSION
Biomass Conversion Information
This section represents an amended final Biomass Fuel
Conversion Summary (Section 2). For the purpose of this
preliminary report the following are the input data used
to calculate the feasibility of fuel switching to pellet or
woodchips:
1. Woodchip costs at factored at $30 per ton delivered.
2. Pellet costs are factored at approximately $150 per
ton delivered.
3. Pellets have the same Btu per bone-dry ton (BDT) as
quality woodchips, but considerably higher Btu
content per volume as pellets are moisture-fee and
compressed. Woodchips are de-rated for moisture content.
4. Pellet-fired boilers are calculated at an efficiency of 85%.
5. Woodchip-fired boilers are calculated at an efficiency of 75%.

Additional Revisions
The following are the revisions added to this section:
1. On Challis Schools and Steele Memorial Hospital the estimated fuel requirements (in tons) per year
have been added. In all other facility summaries that are marginal or good candidates for fuel switching
(pellets or woodchips) we have bolded the estimated biomass fuel requirements in tons per year.
2. On Salmon High School there are revised calculations based on amended propane use. This revised
calculation is pertinent to the High School only, as it is recommended that the current elementary and
Middle School be replaced with new school construction. Any new facility would benefit financially from
implementing biomass heating into the original design, including other energy conservation measures.
Additionally, it should be noted that the School District is currently paying less than market cost for
propane. Our savings calculations are based on this discount.
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BIOMASS FUEL CONVERSION POSSIBILITIES – CUSTER COUNTY & CITY OF CHALLIS
Challis Middle School Gym
The Middle School Gym is approximately
14,250 square feet in area with much of
this space having a very high ceiling. This
square footage includes the shop located
directly behind the gym. Since the shop
area is not heated to normal occupied
temperatures and is only heated as needed,
it is not a major energy consumer. The
gym was at one time heated by a steam
boiler located in the shop area. The old
steam boiler stack, and at least part of the
steam pipe chase between the buildings still
exists. It may be possible for the steam chase to be used to get hot water between the two structures if
these buildings were retrofit with hot water heat. The high ceiling in the gym creates a very large
volume of space to heat and makes the heating of this building very expensive.
The gym is currently heated with propane fire furnaces located inside the gym building. Three large
propane tanks located behind the gym provide fuel for these furnaces. The gym uses approximately
9,200 gallons of propane during a school year. The cost for this propane has been approximately
$14,000 per year. If this facility were to be heated with wood pellets, the fuel to provide the same net
heat value would be approximately $5,900; if heated with wood chips, the fuel would cost $2,700.
Heating these buildings with bio-fuel could be accomplished in two ways. The first would be a boiler
dedicated to these two buildings. The second would be hot water distributed from a community biomass
boiler. A dedicated boiler, serving only these two buildings could be located in the shop area. Both
options would require a hydronic heat systems conversion in the buildings. This would be accomplished
in the gym by installing hot water coils in the existing air handler ductwork, and then adding radiant
perimeter and entrance heaters. The shop area would also require new radiant heat or unit heaters.
The existing steam pipes probably will not be suitable for a hot water system; however, the existing pipe
chases and possibly the existing support brackets could be utilized again.
The second method would involve a “community” boiler that would serve multiple buildings. As the gym
has the shop area and room directly behind the shop, it would be the logical location for a boiler serving
multiple buildings. The piping for these buildings would remain the same; however, piping would be
required for the additional buildings. The boiler would need to be sized correctly for the building load,
with this load varying based on the number of buildings attached.

Summary & Next Steps – Challis Middle School Gym
Converting these two buildings to bio-fuel is probably not feasible at this time. The cost of converting the
gym and shop to a hydronic is very high, because there is considerable piping involved. The feasibility of
implementing biomass conversion becomes more attractive if a community boiler is implemented, but the
payback is still marginal. However, as the cost of fossil fuels and energy continue to increase, the
prospects of converting to biomass fuel may become more attractive.
NOTE: This building, as well as all the school facilities, would benefit from an Energy Services
Performance Contract (ESPC) in order to significantly reduce the overall energy use by implementing a
number of Energy Conservation Measures (ECMs) – all of which would pay back in a reasonably short
period of time.
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Challis City Hall (Original Middle School)
This building is 21,825 square feet of which
approximately 1/3 is leased to the City of
Challis to house their city offices.
The
remaining portion of the building is used for
civic functions; however, it is not occupied
on a regular basis.
This building is heated and cooled by water
source heat pumps tied to a closed hydronic
loop.
The water in this closed loop is
warmed by a 600 KVA electric boiler and
cooled by an evaporative cooling tower. This building consumes approximately 215,600 KWh of
electricity per year at a cost of $14,980. Only a portion of this electricity is used to heat the building –
167,440 KWh at a cost of $11,634. To provide the same net heat, pellet fuel would cost $4873 and wood
chip fuel would cost $1,932. Although this is a considerable reduction in fuel cost, converting this
building to bio fuel as a stand alone project would be difficult to justify. Were this building combined
with the gym, the total conversion cost for each building would be reduced.
The most cost effective method would be to install wood chip or a pellet boiler in the shop or on a slab
directly behind the shop with the hot water piped across to the main school building. This hot water
could then be used to warm the heat pump loop during the winter and also used to heat domestic water
for this building.

Summary & Next Steps – Challis City Hall
As this building is not 100% utilized, financially justifying a biomass conversion is difficult. In addition,
the heat requirements for the buildings in this immediate area are likely not enough to warrant a biomass
central heating plant. However, if this building was fully utilized/occupied, then fuel conversion
may prove to be practical in this complex. Until that time, these buildings will not provide a reasonable
payback on a biomass fuel conversion. However, as the cost of fossil fuels and energy continue to
increase, the prospects of converting to biomass fuel may become more attractive.
NOTE: This building, as well as all the school facilities, would benefit from an Energy Services
Performance Contract (ESPC) in order to significantly reduce the overall energy use by implementing a
number of Energy Conservation Measures (ECMs) – all of which would pay for themselves in a reasonably
short period of time.
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Custer County Courthouse and Jail
As both the courthouse and jail are under one
electric bill, no attempt was made to separate
the energy used between the two facilities.
The Courthouse building houses the County
Court, in addition to other county functions,
including the Assessor's Office and the County
Clerk's
Office.
The
courthouse
is
approximately 10,800 square feet in area with
2700 square feet on the upper floor and 2700
square feet in the basement, the 5400 square
foot main floor is where most of the business
offices are located. This building has been
extensively remodeled over the years. A recent remodel included the addition of storm windows and air
to air heat pumps. These heat pumps provide the heating and cooling for this building.
The second building is the county jail. This building is approximately 1800 square feet and is located
across the parking lot on the west side of the courthouse. It has electric heaters and propane heaters,
however, with no recent records of propane purchases, we believe the building is heated mostly with the
electric heat.
These two buildings consume 138,814KWh per year at a cost of $9,717. To heat these two structures
85,737KWh is used at a cost of $6,002. To heat this building with wood pellets would cost $2,935 and
wood chips would cost $1,147.

Summary & Next Steps – Custer County Courthouse and Jail
Based upon our preliminary analysis, although there would be substantial fuel cost savings from
converting to biomass, the infrastructure costs associated with piping and hot water distributions from a
community-based biomass boiler may not provide a reasonable enough payback.
In fact, a
community/central biomass boiler that serves all of the public buildings in this area is the most viable
system, however, actual payback and feasibility cannot be determined without an investment-grade
energy audit. This building may or may not have sufficient outside air ventilation. Therefore, an IAQ
(indoor air quality) survey would determine if there is insufficient ventilation. If increased ventilation is
required then increased heat may also be required. This may make adding this building to a community
bio-fuel fired boiler more attractive. In addition, as the cost of fossil fuels and energy continue to
increase, the prospects of converting to biomass fuel become more attractive.
This building has low efficiency lights and high water use fixtures, warranting an energy conserving
retrofit. As previously noted, this building may lack sufficient outside air ventilation. If increased
ventilation is implemented, then increased heat requirements may make adding this building to a
community bio-fuel fired boiler more attractive.
NOTE: This building has inefficient lights, high water use fixtures, and possible ventilation shortfalls.
This facility would benefit from an Energy Services Performance Contract (ESPC) to significantly reduce
the overall energy use by implementing a number of Energy Conservation Measures (ECMs) – all of which
would payback in a reasonable period of time.
NOTE (12/20/2007): Converting these four buildings to high grade pellets would require
approximately 100 tons or pellets per year. Converting it to woodchips would require 200250 tons (30% moisture content) per year.
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Challis Jr. & Sr. High School
The Challis High School is a 67,940 square
foot block and brick building built in 1983.
This building, like the original Middle
School, is heated and cooled by water
source heat pumps. These heat pumps
get their water from a closed loop
hydronic system. A 600 KVA boiler warms
the water in the loop when heat is needed
and a cooling tower cools the water when
air conditioning is needed. Domestic hot
water is also provided by two large
resistive electric water heaters. This type of a system is relatively efficient, in that the closed loop
provides heat storage and heat transfer from one area of the building to another. Through much of the
fall and spring, heat is not added to the loop or removed, instead, it is stored and transferred to heat
pumps as needed.
This building consumes 935,500 KWh per year at a cost of $40,455. This is a very large amount of
electricity and is a substantial expense to the school district. Part of the Kwh total usage is for air
conditioning, lights and plug loads (computers, printers and other office equipment). If we remove these
electric loads from the usage, there is a remaining usage of 740,400 KWh at a cost of $32,000 to heat
this building for a school year. Currently the school district is getting a very low electric that is purchased
through an electric co-op. Were this to ever change, this utility expense would be considerably higher.
Wood pellets would provide the same net heat value at a cost of approximately $25,350, and wood chips
would cost approximately $9,907. This is a considerable savings over electricity as a sole source of space
heat. A wood chip fired boiler dedicated solely to this building would be difficult to show a reasonable
payback. However, if the Elementary School was added to the project so that two schools shared a
common boiler, then a reasonable payback is possible – despite the expense of piping the water from the
boiler to the schools.

Challis Elementary School
The Challis Elementary School is a block and
brick building that was built in two phases.
About 12,000 sq. ft. of the building was built
in 1966; and an additional 24,000 sq. ft. was
built in 1981.
The older section of this
building is heated with electric furnaces.
When the new addition was built a water
source heat pump system was installed. This
heat pump system is very similar to the high
school and the middle school. An electric
boiler provides heat for the closed loop and a

cooling tower cools the loop when necessary.

This building uses slightly less KW per sq. ft. than the high school, most likely due to the building usage.
As this building is partially heated with resistance electric heat, it should use more KW per sq. ft. The
Elementary School consumed 462k KWh in total power consumption last year at a cost of $24,125. ;
Looking at heating consumption only, this number drops to 360k KWh and a cost of $18,846. The cost of
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wood pellets and wood chips would be $12,336 and $4,821 respectively. Converting these two facilities
to a single wood chip boiler for heat is a very good financial and performance option. Since the buildings
are not that far apart, a single boiler with piping between the two buildings is the most cost effective
approach. Since both buildings use water source heat pumps and a closed hydronic loop, the conversion
can be kept fairly simple and cost effective.

Summary & Next Steps – Challis High School & Elementary
Our preliminary analysis shows both schools are good candidates for conversion to biomass heating
systems. There is substantial fuel cost savings should wood chips were used to heat both schools.
Conversion costs would be fairly high, but the payback could be quite attractive. The calculated
conversion cost of $688,000 is very close to the maximum cost allowing a reasonable pay back.
The following is an preliminary estimate of the necessary equipment, including installation labor, to make
a two-school conversion:
Equipment
Wood Chip Boiler
Heat Exchanger
Piping & Electrical
Pumps
Controls
Boiler Building

Quantity
1
2
1
2
1
1
TOTAL (Estimate)

Price
$159,960
$2,666
$173,290
$5,332
$13,330
$333,250
$687,828

[NOTE: This is a preliminary estimate only and does not imply a construction-grade estimate or
guaranteed maximum costs. Actual cost may be greater than or less than this amount.]
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The following is the projected cash flow for a single, common boiler that would heat the existing high
school and the new elementary/middle school.

Cummulative Cash Flow
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NOTE: This does not include any grants, subsidies or utility incentives.
Based on our analysis, the Custer County School District should pursue a performance-based energy
conservation project (ESPC). A qualified Energy Service Company (ESCO) will implement an investmentgrade energy and fuel conversion audit that would identify and justify those ECMs that will payback in a
reasonable time – including a biomass fuel conversion project. A quality energy conservation project will
also reduce energy consumption through retro-commissioning, improved lighting, HVAC control
improvements and possible building envelope improvements.

NOTE (12/20/2007): If combined, the two schools would require approximately 260 tons of
high grade wood pellets per year or 500 tons of woodchips at 30% moisture wood chips.
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BIOMASS FUEL CONVERSION POSSIBILITIES – LEMHI COUNTY & CITY OF SALMON
Salmon City Hall
The Salmon City Hall & Police Station is a wood
frame building approximately 13,500 square feet.
This building is fairly well insulated with decent
quality windows and the building is heated and
cooled by water source heat pumps. These heat
pumps are supplied water from a well dedicated to
the heat pumps. The water is “single pass” through
the heat pumps and is then disposed of as surface
water.
This arrangement is very efficient; the building itself
is well insulated and the water source heat pumps
produce a good BTU output in relation to the KW
input. There is a lack of ventilation in the building,
with not makeup air unit or heat recovery unit.
Although comfortable with no noticeable lack of ventilation, this building may, in fact, not meet the
minimum ventilation requirements for a public building.
The total annual KW consumption for this building is 189,440 KWh at a cost of $7,720; this is real
reasonable for a 13k square foot building. There are several factors that help reduce this building’s
energy consumption, the first two already discussed. Another factor that reduces this buildings energy
consumption is that it has a very small south facing and north facing exposure and it shares a wall with
the City Library. This limits the building’s heat loss and gain from outside. The heating KW consumption
for this building is 116400 KWh at a cost of $4,743, a significant cost for operating the building, but not
enough expense to justify installing a bio fueled system for this one building.
If this building was tied to a central hot water system such as a hot water loop from a CHP facility, it
could be almost 400 MMBTU of heat load annually. At $10 per million BTUs, this building would use
$4,000 worth of residual heat per year.

Summary & Next Steps – Salmon City Hall
This building would benefit from energy upgrades, including lighting improvements and water saving
fixtures that would reduce the operating cost of this facility. The indoor air quality of this building should
be examined, and proper ventilation should be supplied if it is found to be substandard. An indoor air
quality (IAQ) survey would make that determination.
A comprehensive, energy conservation,
performance audit would address all of these observations.
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Salmon High School
This school was built in 1978 and was first
occupied in 1979. The main building is
approximately 70k sq. ft., all on one level.
The building has a brick exterior and a flat
rubber roof. Heating and cooling is provided
by water source heat pumps connected to a
closed hydronic loop that extends throughout
the building. Water tempering is provided by
two newer 750k BTU propane fired boilers,
with a third propane boiler is used to provide
domestic hot water for the school. The water
loop is cooled as needed by a cooling tower located at ground level on the northwest corner of the
building. Most of the approximately 44 water source heat pumps in the building are of a 1979 vintage.
This demonstrates that the system has been well maintained, as older water source heat pumps usually
fail long before this time unless the air filters are changed regularly and the hydronic loop is kept clean.
The original water loop heating source was a boiler designed to burn sawdust. This boiler worked well
and provided an economic heat source for the school, until sawdust became difficult to obtain at an
economic price. As local sawmills closed, the school district had to travel farther to find sawdust, until it
became too costly to transport it to the school. At that time, the sawdust boiler was removed and the
propane boilers were installed.
Based on the information provided by the school District, 25,000 gallons of propane was purchased for
this facility in 2007, but only 12,500 gallons was utilized a cost of $17,250. However, an investmentgrade energy and fuel audit should be implemented to document actual energy and fuel use. Based on
the preliminary numbers, were wood pellets used as a heat source, it would take 55 tons of wood pellets
at a cost of $8,034 to deliver the same net amount of heat to the system. Using 90-100 tons of wood
chips would net a much larger savings, reducing the annual fuel cost to only $2,691 to heat this school
facility for a year, resulting in an excellent payback for the District. In addition, the School District
receives a significant discount on their propane rate which may not be a sustainable rate.
Converting this facility to bio fuel would be very cost effective. A hydronic loop system is an ideal system
to heat with a wood fired boiler. Newer boilers are very clean and efficient and do not produce the
noticeable chimney plume that was present on the sawdust boiler upon startup.
A wood fired boiler could be sized just large enough to heat this one facility or sized large enough to also
heat a new elementary-middle school that may be located adjacent to the existing high school. The
advantage of installing a large boiler with capacity to heat both facilities is that neither of these buildings
would require extensive reworking to utilize the hot water. The existing high school system is easily
adaptable since it has a boiler system already in place and a new school should be designed from the
ground up to use bio-fuel heated water. The “central plant” concept eliminates excess equipment that
requires inspections and maintenance. It also maximizes efficiency as one boiler provides heat to several
buildings and runs at a high burn rate for a longer period of time. Boilers are most efficient when they
are working hard; larger, more consistent loads promote clean and efficient operation.
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Summary & Next Steps – Salmon High School
Salmon School District is an ideal candidate for an energy conservation performance contract – one that
includes biomass fuel conversion. Biomass fuel conversion is ideal since a backup propane system is
already in place. Two schools that are combined have the most effective fuel conversion potential. A
future “high-performance” school adjacent to the existing high school would share a single wood chipfired boiler, making the makes the payback extremely attractive. In addition, the high school needs
comprehensive lighting and water fixture retrofits.
The following is the anticipated equipment, including installation labor, to make a two school system.
This assumes the second school is designed from the ground up to make use of the bio-fuel hot water.
Equipment
Wood Chip Boiler
Heat Exchanger
Piping & Electrical
Pumps
Controls
Boiler Building

Quantity
1
2
1
4
1
1
TOTAL

Price
$239,940
$2,666
$413,230
$9,331
$26,660
$399,900
$1,091,727

[NOTE: This is a preliminary estimate only and does not imply a construction-grade estimate or
guaranteed maximum costs. Actual cost may be greater than or less than this amount.]
This following is the projected cash flow for a single biomass boiler was installed to heat both the existing
high school and the new elementary/middle school:
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Cummulative Cash Flow
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This assumes a 5% interest rate, a $30/ton wood chip price (very conservative) and a 20 year loan.
This does not include additional grants, subsidies or utility incentives.
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Salmon Elementary and Middle Schools
With a community or shared propane supply,
these two schools are being treated as one
facility. Not knowing exactly how much propane
each facility has used, it is difficult to separate
the buildings to determine energy consumption.
Each building is similar in size, with the total area
of approximately 100,000 square feet.
The Middle School and Elementary School both
heat with propane fired high efficient furnaces.
This is not necessarily a bad use for propane;
however propane is one of the most expensive
fuels available. These two schools currently use
about 38,000 gallons of propane a year at a cost
of $49,600. Should these schools be converted
to wood pellet heat, the same number of BTUs
would cost $24,400 and wood chip heat would
cost $8,180 in fuel. This is a substantial savings
in energy cost.
A problem with doing a conversion in these two schools is the substantial expense in retrofitting the
existing buildings. As there is not an existing hydronic loop that can be utilized, hot water would need to
be piped to every existing furnace. The boiler would be either centrally located and piped to each school,
or located in one school and piped to the other school. Again, a considerable expense that cannot be
recovered by fuel cost savings in a reasonable length of time.
It is the position of the School District that a new school is needed – something that has been planed for
several years. With the new facility housing both elementary and middle school students, built adjacent
to the existing high school. The size estimate for this new building has been estimated to be somewhere
between 90k and 120k square feet. A building this size, with ventilation that meets building codes, will
have a substantial need for heat.
The construction of a new school is something for the constituents of the Salmon School District to
ultimately decide. In considering whether to renovate an old school facility or build a new building, in
many cases the new construction route is by far the most economical when life-cycle costs are factored.
In addition, the BTU consumption of the existing buildings is excessive and the building is not properly
ventilated. If the ventilation was brought up to modern buildings codes, the adjusted energy
consumption would increase substantially. The buildings are using 3,477 MMBTUs for heat and hot water
in a 100k square foot building. If these buildings were ventilated properly you could expect to see this
consumption rise to the 4,000-4,500 MMBTU range, resulting in an increase to approximately $65,000 in
propane costs. A typical 100k square foot school should consume around 2,500 MMBTU annually. A true
high performance school should be closer to 2,000MMBTU for its heat energy consumption. Although
Salmon Schools procures their propane at an unusually low rate of $1.31 per gallon, these rates cannot
be expected to continue long-term. Using woodchips would cost approximately $4,575 (153 tons) to
heat a new efficient building. Therefore, a new school high-performance school building using wood
chips would cost $37,000 less per year to heat than the current building and almost $60,000 less than
your current building if it was properly ventilated. This is an enormous savings when factored over the
life of these systems.
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If a new building was designed and built with wood chip heat, the cost to implement the biomass system
would not be substantially higher than installing a traditional low-performance propane system. If the
new school was built adjacent to the existing high school, then both schools could utilize the same wood
chip-fired boiler, reducing construction and fuel costs further.

Summary & Next Steps – Salmon Elementary & Middle Schools
When the cost of doing a comprehensive renovation on these buildings is considered, it is clear that they
should be replaced by a high-performance new school that is 25-30% more efficient than the
International Energy Code. The new facilities should incorporate biomass heating from a central campus
source as part of their design. Attempting any kind of a fuel conversion to these existing buildings would
be impractical and economically imprudent. However, implementing bio-fuel heat in the new building
should be a part of any new construction design. This approach requires an integrated design & delivery
methodology (“performance-based” Design-Build) to insure a Total Cost of Ownership process with clear
performance benchmarks and guarantees are employed. In addition, this approach would result in
substantial energy incentives and possibly other grants such and carbon-offset credits. The greatest
benefit would be to insure a better educational facility – one that provides a more healthy, safe and
productive environment.
Another benefit of a high-performance, integrated design strategy that demonstrates energy conservation,
biomass fuel (as a local resource) and true life-cycle cost savings, is to educate the public and thus
garner sufficient support to pass a school bond – something that has been happened throughout Idaho’s
rural communities.
If the School District chooses to implement a traditional “low-bid” methodology in their new future school
construction – one that looks at first costs only (not total life-cycle costs), by implementing a standard
“code” building using traditional bid-spec (low-bid) design and construction processes that employ
traditional HVAC equipment, etc., the resulting facility will cost the district millions of dollars in
unnecessary fuel, energy and operational costs over the next 40 years (just half of the facility’s
expected operational life). These resources could be applied to education – rather than unnecessary fuel,
energy and operational costs.
Please keep one thing in mind the school district has paid a very low price for propane in comparison to
average market price. Steele Memorial Hospital has been paying about $1.70/gallon for propane and
even this is below a “new contract” price. When the school district negotiates a new contract I think they
will pay a price above what Steele Memorial is now paying. This has a great bearing on any payback
predictions; rapidly rising LPG prices will accelerate this schedule.
There is little doubt that Salmon School District is an ideal candidate for high-performance schools,
integrated design, energy conservation measures and renewable biomass energy.
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Steele Memorial Hospital
The hospital is 54,980 sq. ft. and was built in 2003.
This building is a steel structure with a rubber roof.
It appears to be well insulated. This building is
heated and cooled by 61 water source heat pumps.
The water source is a closed water loop that
circulates water to each heat pump with the
majority of the heat pumps located in the
mechanical room loom located in the “attic” area
of the building.
This building designed and constructed correctly;
locating most of the heat pumps in an easily
assessable location you make preventative maintenance easy and practical. Lack of maintenance is what
causes early failure of water source heat pumps. Dirty air filters and dirty water loop Y-strainers put
undue load on the compressors; and this extra load causes the heat pumps to fail prematurely. A
properly installed water source heat pump will last a minimum of 30 years with little or no major repair,
as long as it was started, commissioned and maintained correctly.
This building is properly ventilated, one of the
few public buildings in this area that has proper
outside air ventilation.
This ventilation is
accomplished with a make-up-air unit and two
heat recovery units. Providing proper outside air
ventilation is a major consumer of energy. The
outside air being supplied to the building needs
to be conditioned; however, conditioning outside
air in the heat of summer or the cold of winter is
a large, but necessary expense to operating a
public building.
A concern with this building design is the use of
propane as a heat source.
This building
consumes a great deal of propane. Although
unable to obtain all of the bills, we were able to use what information we received to estimate a years
consumption. This building uses 13,200 gallons of propane at a cost of $22,423; this is not an excessive
amount of fuel for, a well ventilated building of this size. However, fuel oil and propane are the two most
expensive conventional fuels to use for space heat. Wood pellets that would provide the same net BTU
output at a cost of $8,475. Wood chips would provide the same number of BTUs at a cost of $2,840.
Either of these fuels would be preferred over propane as a fuel source for this structure.
NOTE (12/20/2007): If a biomass conversion were implemented to heat this facility, it
would require approximately 60 tons of high-grade pellets per year.
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Summary & Next Steps – Steele Memorial Hospital
Converting the Steele Memorial Hospital to a wood pellet fuel would provide a good pay back. There are
several reasons for considering a pellet fired boiler rather than a wood chip boiler. For this BTU
requirement, a pellet boiler system is more cost effective than a wood chip fired boiler; the pellet system
needs less space (compact fuel storage bin) and if designed correctly, does not require a site constructed
building. These features will reduce installation expense. A pellet boiler was selected for the hospital
because of the cleanliness of the system. Pellet boilers use an enclosed hopper to house the fuel supply
so there is very little if any dust or fuel debris present. While all of the high tech wood fired boilers burn
very clean, for this BTU requirement, the pellet boilers burn cleaner. Smaller pellet boilers rival a gasfired boiler and are superior to both coal and oil-fired boilers in efficiency and emissions for most
installations. In addition pellet boilers are greenhouse gas neutral and therefore qualify for carbon offset
credits. For these reasons a pellet fired boiler would probably be the correct choice for the hospital.
The following is the estimated equipment and installation labor, for a pellet conversion at the hospital:
Equipment
Pellet Boiler
Heat Exchanger
Piping & Electrical
Pumps
Controls

Quantity
1
1
1
2
1
TOTAL

Price
$199,950
$1,333
$53,320
$2,666
$6,665
$263,934

[NOTE: This is a preliminary estimate only and does not imply a construction-grade estimate or
guaranteed maximum costs. Actual cost may be greater than or less than this amount.]
This is the projected cash flow if a single pellet boiler was installed to heat the main hospital building.
Cummulative Cash Flow
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This assumes a 5% interest rate and $145/ton bulk wood pellet price (verified with a reliable source).
This does not include any Medicaid/Medicare facility subsidies for a critical access hospital.
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Steele Memorial Medical Clinic
This building is very similar to the Salmon City Hall. The building is heated and cooled with water source
heat pumps are supplied water from a ground water well. The water runs a single pass through the heat
pumps and then is discharged as surface water. This type of a system is very efficient; for every KW
spent running a compressor, 2-2.5 KW of heat (or cooling) is produced. This building, like Salmon City,
Hall does not have a forced ventilation system, and the indoor air quality (IAQ) may not meet ventilation
standards.
Installing a stand alone boiler exclusively for this building would not be cost effective, as the
infrastructure and boiler costs would not pay back. The heat pumps could benefit from the warmer water
that a boiler would provide with warmer loop temperature would raise the heating coefficient of
performance COP. You would need to add circulating pumps and a cooling tower would need to be
added to the building. However, none of this expense would reduce fuel consumption, decrease
maintenance or increase comfort levels.

Summary & Next Steps – Steele Memorial Clinic
The following are two recommendations for this building:
1. Capturing the water after it has passed through the heat pumps to use for toilet and urinal
flushing in both the clinic and the main hospital. This captured water could also be used for
irrigation during the summer months. Although there would be some cost involved, reusing this
water would reduce domestic water expenses for both buildings.
2. Check for excess capacity in the hospital heat pump water loop. If the hospital circulation pumps
have excess pumping capacity (not uncommon) and the hospital was converted to a pellet fired
boiler, trenching between the buildings so the clinic can use both heated and cooled water from
the hospital may prove to be a good conversion.
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Salmon Library (Future New Construction)
The City of Salmon has plans to build a new library
on the vacant lot immediately across from City Hall.
This site was an old gas station and has been
“decontaminated” and it appears to ready for
construction. This should be a good location for a
library since it is a central location for residential
use as well as business use.
Current plans are to build a 10,000 square foot
building dedicated to library use. As this is a public
building, it will need to meet building ventilation
codes as a public structure. This building should be
aesthetically pleasant and designed from the
ground up as a public learning facility, which would
add to its value as a center for public functions.
Total Cost of Ownership should be a major design criterion for this building. As this building will probably
become a hub for the community, the city will not want to spend more for the operation of this building
than is necessary. The Library should be designed to perform well for many years, while minimizing the
total operating expense over the lifetime of the facility is ideal. A high-performance building always has
far lower total costs than a low-performance “code” building.
Some designs will save energy and operating costs by utilizing building orientation, upgraded envelope
and energy efficient HVAC equipment. Heating ventilating and cooling costs can be reduced significantly
by selecting properly sized and designed equipment. Building orientation can help with lighting design by
maximizing the use or “harvest” of natural lighting. Upgrading the building envelope will make the
building comfortable and quiet on the warmest and coldest days, without excessive energy consumption.
Proper building design and construction will pay for itself over the buildings life.
A 10,000 square foot, well-ventilated building can be heated very efficiently with a pellet fired boiler that
feeds a hydronic radiant system. Baseboard heaters can surround the perimeter of the building and
under-floor radiant heat can warm the front entrance, as well as core areas needing heat. A well
designed and properly installed system will use between 13 and 16 tons of residential pellets a
year at a cost of $1885-$2320 per year, taking into account a high ventilation rate. Propane would
cost $3690-$4543 to provide the same heat capacity. A pellet system of this type is very efficient, quiet
and low maintenance.

Summary & Next Steps – Library (New Construction)
A high-performance integrated design & delivery approach utilizing a Total Cost of Ownership
methodology will result in lower operation and maintenance cost over the life of the building, as well as
provide a more comfortable, healthy and productive environment. This makes the building less
expensive than a bid-spec (“low-bid”) building when considering the total cost of owning and operating
the building.
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Salmon Municipal Pool
The pool is currently heated with propane; 5,735 gallons at a cost of $9,750. This is a large expense for
a facility that is used less than 5 months a year. Wood pellets provide the same net BTUs at a cost of
$3,686 (26 tons of pellets per year). Since propane is very expensive, this would be a cost-effective fuel
conversion project.
One area of concern with converting to pellets is trying to get the loan paid back before the pool is
replaced. If the loan was set up for 6.5 years and the current boiler was due for a replacement then a
conversion could pay back in 6.5 years. Since we were told the pool needed to be replaced in about 5
years, doing a conversion will not pay back in that time frame.
If the pool was utilized year round without a cover, the fuel cost would go up dramatically. Heating this
pool with propane and without a quality insulated cover will cost approximately $42,500. Wood pellet
fuel would heat the pool year round for about $16,100. A conversion would pay back if the pool was
heated year round and a cover was not installed. Installing a cover would be the correct way to make
this a year round pool.

Summary & Next Steps – Municipal Pool
Should the city decides to build a new pool, the best heat source would be a combination of a pellet fired
boiler and a solar heating system. A hard roof over the pool would provide a proper location for the solar
panels, however, soft covers are also available with solar heating ability. The pool will require a fuel fired
boiler and a pellet boiler to provide improved fuel economy. In addition, a pellet boiler will last longer
than a standard propane pool boiler.
Should the City replace the existing pool in the next 5-7 years, then implementing a biomass fuel
conversion retrofit is not practical on the existing pool.
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Lemhi County Courthouse
This is a 19,793 square foot building that was
originally built in 1909 with three additions. During
these additions, older sections of the building were
remodeled. These additions were all accomplished
without “damaging” the historical appearance of
this building.
This structure is heated and cooled with a
combination of roof top unit (RTU) air to air heat
pumps and RTU electric furnaces. The electric
furnaces are a packaged unit that also has air
conditioning. These heat pumps and furnaces are
fairly new and reasonably efficient. Some of the
RTUs have economizers, but others are totally without outside air. This is a reasonable way to heat
ventilate and cool this building.
The county is getting a remarkably low electric rate on this building. The blended rate they are paying is
$0.0397 per KWh, which is excellent for electricity. Because we were unable to obtain the original bills,
we were unable to determine the rate schedule, however, the well-organized ledger is consistent from
month to month, implying the rate was correct. Such a low electrical rate makes biomass fuel conversion
difficult to pay back.
There are challenges with converting a historical building, due to historical registry, space, existing power
rate and building structure. The external appearance must be maintained and the lack of free space
around the structure makes installing an external boiler difficult. The basement section of the building is
occupied by the county jail so there is no possibility of placing a boiler in the basement. The brick
construction makes it difficult to get hot water pipes throughout the building. As a result, it is not
advisable to convert this building to a bio-fuel boiler system.

Summary & Next Steps – Lemhi County Courthouse
This facility is a beautiful historic building of classic architecture – a true community jewel. As the
existing roof top units get older and require more maintenance, the County should look at replacing the
electric furnace units sooner than you think necessary. These units can be easily replaced with heat
pumps and the replacement would quickly pay back. Should the heat pumps or the other RTUs need
new compressors or have continuous service calls, replacing them with newer, more efficient units is
more cost-effective than doing any major repairs. The total operating cost of a new RTU needs to be
checked often and it pays to install the most efficient unit available. A good mechanical contractor should
be able to document installed cost of a piece of equipment and they should show you operating and
maintenance cost over the expected life of the equipment. Highly efficient heat pumps will cost more to
install, however, will quickly pay back that cost with lower electric bills. All of the RTUs that do not have
economizer capability should have 100% economizers when they are replaced. Because the jail resides
in this building, there is probably a high need for domestic hot water. The County should investigate
installing heat recovery from one or more of the roof top units. Domestic water heat recovery will only
pay back if already replacing a roof top unit, however, it is well worth asking the HVAC contactor to price
it out and show payback times.
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Lemhi County Brooklyn Annex
This 7,000 square foot building is in the process of
being remodeled for the County. This building was
a school building before the county decided to
remodel it into county office space. There are 11
new split unit heat pumps installed in this building.
While these heat pumps can be very efficient, they
do not bring in any outside air to ventilate the
building, and any other air intakes on the exterior
of the building were not visible. Proper ventilation
is very important in any public building, improving
indoor air quality for the buildings occupants.
As part of the current remodel, this building should
have included a hot water, wood pellet fired boiler
and a radiant hydronic system for heat. This type
of a system would have provided a very
comfortable working environment and would have
been extremely energy efficient.
The air
conditioning would have been provided by split
units, very similar to the heat pumps now in place.
These AC units would be less expensive than the
heat pumps and would have been as much as 20%
more efficient for cooling than the heat pumps. A make-up-air unit would have been installed in the
basement, along with the boiler. This MAU would have provided ventilation to the spaces and the degree
of ventilation would have been controlled by monitoring CO2. The initial expense of this type of a system
would have been a little higher than the air-to-air heat pump system, but the total cost of purchase,
operating and maintenance would have been considerably lower cost.
The estimated cost of heating this building is $1400 with wood pellets compared with an estimated $2200
with the heat pumps. The estimated cooling for this building will be $3700 compared to $3006 for high
efficient AC only split units. With these savings the additional cost of a pellet boiler system should have
paid back in less than 5 years. The extra expense involved to retrofit the system that is currently in place
pushes the payback out to over 20 years.

Summary & Next Steps – Lemhi County Brooklyn Annex
Like the courthouse, this building is a very nice historical structure. It could have been heated with
pellets if that fuel had been examined before the current remodel. The initial cost would have been
higher than the air to air heat pumps, but the fuel savings would have been significant. It would also
have been eligible for utility incentives and possibly other grants. Replacing the new heat pumps now
would not be justified. However, as the cost of fossil fuels and energy increase, a biomass conversion
may become more attractive.
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BIOMASS CO-GENERATION SUMMARY – LEMHI COUNTY COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIP
Introduction
A Biomass (woodchip) co-generation plant provides Lemhi County and the City of Salmon the potential
for long-term economic growth and other numerous benefits, some of which include the following:
 Creation of sustainable jobs directly related to the operation & maintenance of the facility. (It is
estimated that for every 1MW of renewable energy produced, at least three sustainable jobs are
directly or indirectly created.)
 Creation of secondary and tertiary jobs related to the support of the facility such as woodchip
processing and transportation, equipment supply, etc.
 Long-term revenue generation from the sale of electricity and steam heat.
 Benefit from discounted heating costs, supporting integrated industries by using the facility
generated steam heat.
 Significant reduction of greenhouse gas and associated carbon offset credits.
 Significant reduction of airborne emissions by burning this fuel efficiently, rather than forest fires
and annual slash pile burning.
As Lemhi County and its communities are not bound by the usual ROI criteria for private investment firms,
the ability to accept longer payback and more conservative financial benefits allow for a more stable and
sustainable operation plan. In addition electric purchase agreements are guaranteed for up to 20 years.
It is assumed that the County would utilize a Design-Build methodology that guarantees integrated
design and delivery performance and Total Cost of Ownership analysis.

Biomass Energy Production in the US
Biomass electric generation accounts for approximately 1.5% of the US electric capacity – more than any
other renewable energy source. However, as most plants are comparatively small in scale and typically
integrated within a wood product operation, these plants do not always receive the attention given other
renewable projects, such as geothermal, solar or wind facilities. The potential for increasing the number
of these small scale plants is obvious, particularly when considering the additional benefits to forestbased communities as well as the need to process the re-generating forest waste that contributes to
catastrophic fires, disease and overall degradation of forest health.
The following is a chart showing the projected growth in renewable electric generation:
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Preliminary Assumptions for a Biomass Co-Gen Plant
This preliminary report is not intended to be an investment-grade business plan. It is instead meant to
define the general performance and payback criteria based on the following assumptions – all of which
would require verification in an investment-grade analysis:
1. It is assumed that the regional market, including Montana, would sustain a sufficient supply of
woodchips necessary for a 6-10MW co-gen plant – up to 130K tons per year.
2. Given the current political climate against large-scale forest waste biomass processing in federal
and state lands, it is assumed that little, if any, product will originate from the surrounding
Federal lands.
3. It is assumed that any biomass fuel resulting from Federal stewardship programs will be
considered an opportunistic fuel supply, allowing for a nominal increase in generation capacity.
4. It is assumed that much of the biomass fuel will originate from Montana where private resources
and greater wood industry infrastructure exists.
5. It is assumed that the project will include a 20-year PURPA electric buyback program.
6. It is assumed that adequate water and site criteria will be available.
7. It is assumed that DEQ permitting will be issued.
8. It is assumed that municipal revenue bonds will be the primary source of funding.
9. It is assumed that the payback and financial performance criteria will be met without the need
for subsidies, grants, incentives, carbon offset credits, and other forms of financial support,
excluding the guaranteed purchase of electricity.
10. It is assumed that some subsidies, rebates, grants and incentives are possible and, therefore, will
make the actual project’s performance more attractive.
11. It is assumed that the Lemhi County community will have the political will to insure success.
12. It is assumed that a viable customer for the purchase of steam heat will exist.

Biomass-Fueled Generation Technologies
There are two basic types of biomass co-generation processes: one is direct steam turbine; and the other
is a biomass gasification system. This report does not intend to determine the specific technology or
design that will be used; rather it is assumed that the best-performing design, equipment and systems
will be used based on a Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) analysis.

Comparison of Biomass-Fueled Generation Technologies
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The following are basis schematics of the two system types:

Comparison of Types of Gasifier Technologies
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Preliminary Site Criteria
Site selection is very important. The following are just some of the requirements for a proper CHP
(combined heat and power) co-generation facility:







Reasonably flat, stable and dry site of approximately 25 - 40 acres.
Located reasonably close to major power lines capable of handling 120% of full plant generating
capacity (unnecessary interconnecting power lines add to initial cost).
Adequate road access capable of handling required truck volume.
A means of easy waste water disposal – existing sewer access is ideal.
Adequate supply of ground water (ground water is preferable because it needs to be reasonably
clean).
Close proximity to industrial or commercial operations that will utilize residual steam heat, e.g. in
integrated pellet production plant or other industrial uses.
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The following is a general schematic of a co-generation plant. It does not include integrated industrial
operations such as a pellet production plant facility.

While premium quality ground site is not necessary for a power plant, site preparation for utilizing
“waste” land will add cost to the project. The plant, cooling towers, substation and fuel storage must all
be suitably level to function correctly. The entire facility must also stay relatively dry, as a flooded plant
will not produce power. As with any industrial site, civil and infrastructure development costs are
proportionate to site location and quality.
Power lines capable of handling 10-13MW are very costly to build at approximately $250,000 per mile of
transmission line. It is assumed that the utility will be responsible for the transmission line maintenance
and vandalism protection. It is important that the plant be located as close to a major high voltage line
as possible, so as to reduce the overall project costs.
The design and construction of a substation will be a necessary part
specifications are usually outlined by the utility company providing the
However, it is assumed that the substation will have a nominal capacity
increased plant generation capacity. It is estimated that the substation will
construct. This cost is included in the total project estimate of $26M.

of the project. The exact
power purchase agreement.
of up to 13MW to allow for
cost between $1M - $1.5M to

The road leading to the plant must be capable of handling a fairly high volume of truck traffic. A 10MW
plant will consume approximately 110 - 130,000 tons (bone-dry) of biomass fuel per year (quality of fuel
has a direct effect on generation efficiency). A 40’ truck will haul approximately 23-25 tons, totaling
approximately 5,200 truck loads per year, or 14 loads per day. This is a substantial amount of traffic.
The biomass fuel will be transported in covered trucks; the fuel transportation is clean and will not leave
waste along the roadside. In addition, “tandem” units can be used as a means to reduce the total
number of truck loads per day.
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This power plant will require relatively clean water as make-up water for both the boilers and the cooling
towers. While surface water can be used, there will be extra filtering costs associated with its use. If
substandard water is used in the boiler or cooling tower, extra maintenance costs will be incurred. A
potable water well capable of at least 50 GPM would be the most cost effective water source.
Disposing of tower and boiler “blow-down” water, as well as domestic sewage waste disposal, is a
requirement that can best be achieved by connecting the plant to an existing sanitary sewer. The blowdown water is not hazardous, but cannot be disposed of through a surface drainage ditch. A septic
system would also work, but the installation and maintenance costs may be higher than connecting to a
sewage system and, paying disposal fees.
Integrated Uses for Residual Steam Heat
A 10MW power plant will produce approximately 565,000 MMBTUs in residual heat. This heat is in the
form of medium pressure steam. This steam needs to be condensed into liquid by rejecting or utilizing
this residual heat. By definition, a co-generation/CHP facility implies that this residual heat is put to
productive use. If this heat is not utilized, it must then be rejected through cooling towers. The ideal
situation would be to use this heat to assist in the direct production of a product, such as wood fuel
pellets. It can also be used indirectly in the form of facility heating; or cooling through the use of
absorption chillers. This concept of a central heating and cooling plant has industrial, commercial and
municipal opportunities. However, by integrating a production facility such as a pellet plant, additional
economic benefits are produced, as well as expanding the wood products industry in the region. Ethanol
production, food processing, greenhouses and domestic heating are also possible productive uses of this
residual heat.
Integrated Pellet Production Plant
The integration of a residential-grade pellet production facility as part of this project would be an ideal
example of an industrial user of waste heat resulting in a value-added wood-based product. Delivering
heat at a substantial discount, compared to propane (LP), would provide the pellet company a
competitive manufacturing advantage. $10 per MMBTU of steam heat represents approximately 50% of
the cost of LP when efficiencies are factored into the equation. However, pellet plants must have a
minimum of 30,000 tons per year of reliable demand for their product to justify the cost of constructing
another facility. Therefore, any business model that includes a pellet plant must also be able to provide
an investment-grade demand for a sufficient product per year. Although residential-grade pellets have a
specific niche market, the plant may specialize in high-grade commercial or industrial pellet fuel.
Lemhi and Custer Counties have the advantage of developing an immediate demand for pellets should
they proceed with implementing the numerous biomass fuel conversion projects for their public buildings
and schools. However, this will require an integrated community partnership approach, as well as the
collective political-will to see that biomass becomes a preferred fuel in the region, rather than continuing
the use of propane and electric heat based on familiarity and tradition; without regard to the current
energy trends in the Western US.
NOTE: If a 30K ton per year pellet production plant is included with the co-gen plant then the site would
require up to 50 acres and employ approximately 40-45 people, inclusive of both the pellet and co-gen
facility. This would not include the many other secondary and tertiary jobs created to support this
operation.
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PURPA/FERC Distributed Generation Contract (Up to 10MW & 20 Years)
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) & Public Utility Regulatory Act (PURPA) regulate the
purchase of power generated via small-scale (up to 10 MW) generation plants through a cost-avoided
calculation process. Generally, this is approximately $64 MW/hr.; however, in some regions, specific
utilities are paying a premium for renewable or “green” power based on renewable power portfolio
requirements. In some instances these case by case negotiated rates can be as high as $74 MW/hr.
Please note that we use both rate purchase options in our sample project cash flows.
The following is an example of the Non-Levelized and Levelized 20-year power purchase contracts:

As much of the design, equipment, capital and construction costs are constant, regardless of the
generation capacity; it is financially preferable to design a plant of no less than 6MW. 10MW is the
largest amount of power that can be sold from a site and qualify for standard PURPA rates under the
simplified 1-20 year power purchase agreement. This size is also ideal for distributed generation on
existing line capacities, negating costly upgrades – although there is no guarantee of this. Designing the
system for a nominal generation capacity of 12-13MW (assuming fuel, etc.) makes sense because it
allows for the sale of over capacity on the spot market, which can be at substantial premiums as
compared to the standard $64-74 per MW/hr rate. In addition, a system design using multiple
turbines/boilers allows for staging the generation capacity, providing both redundancy and maximum
flexibility – both operationally and financially. Ultimately, the plant capacity may be largely determined
by the amount of available fuel that can be guaranteed to an investment-grade standard.
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10MW plants are ideal for current PURPA qualifications, and many boilers, feed systems and generator
sets are based on the 10-12MW range. As operating costs are fairly fixed up to a 10MW plant, a plant of
this approximate size will be the most cost effective. The ready availability of equipment provides the
possibility for pre-sold, but never installed equipment, which can be purchased for substantial discounts,
resulting in reduced project costs and faster project paybacks.

Biomass Fuel Supply and Type
As with all biomass production facilities, the most significant input is the cost of fuel or raw material. It is
assumed that this plant will burn everything from “hog-fuel” to reasonably uniform and higher quality “#2
woodchips”. Pulp-grade chips and sawdust are best used for the production of residential grade pellets.
Because woodchips are a renewable fuel source; the cost of woodchips has remained stable over the past
40 years, especially when compared to fossil fuels. In many cases the delivered cost for fuel is kept
realistic when large-scale, multi-year contracts, compete in the market. Logistics, fuel origination points
and geographic proximity to the plant are not relevant issues so long as supply, quality, cost and delivery
can be guaranteed to an investment-grade standard.
For general project cash-flow examples, a
conservative fuel cost is slated at $25 - $30 per ton delivered. Actual prices may range as low as $20 per
ton FOB plant storage site.
The following is a general review of various biomass supply and price ranges:

As demonstrated in the following sample cash flows, the fuel cost, power purchase rates and ability to
sell the steam heat are what drive the profitability of this facility. $30 per ton of wood chips is on the
high side for fuel, there are many customers using far less fuel at a better grade than would be necessary
for a plant of this size; these customers are purchasing fuel for $30/ton, or less. Increasing the volume
and longevity of the delivery contracts should result in a delivered fuel cost of $20-$25 per ton FOB plant.
PURPA (Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act) rates are guaranteed purchase rates for up to 20 years. A
higher rate of $72-74/MW could be negotiated because the power is from a renewable source. This
“green” power should qualify for a premium purchase rate. In addition, the national trend for increasing
the power purchase rates may lead to Lemhi County preferring to lock-in a purchase rate for a period of
time sufficient to pay off the capital expense; thereby providing the opportunity to negotiate higher
purchase rates in the future, as energy prices continue to increase.
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Estimates for Cost of Project Implementation [Note: These are preliminary and general
estimates only and are NOT intended as investment-grade estimates.
Actual project
implementation costs cannot be determined without an investment-grade project development
plan].
10 MW construction costs (estimate):
Equipment
Boilers in a triple configuration
Boiler and generator building
Site Work (fuel storage, roads, cooling towers, etc.)
Steam Turbine and Generator Set
Substation
Transmission Lines
TOTAL Plant Construction Cost (Approx.)

Cost in $Millions
$9.9M
$4.0M
$6.8M
$2.0M
$1.3M
$2.0M
$26M

10 MW Annual O&M Costs (estimate):
In addition to construction costs, there are required ongoing operation and maintenance costs. The
following provides a general guideline for expected operation and maintenance costs, assuming a
conservative $30/ton fuel cost. This also assumes a facility that operates on a 24/7 basis for 345 days a
year.
Operation Item
Fuel 130,000 tons @ $25 - 30/ton
Labor & Materials
Operation & Maintenance (O&M) Expense
TOTAL Annual O & M Cost (Approx.)

Cost in $M
$3.25 - 3.9M
$1.1M
$1.2M
$5.55M - $6.2M
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Example 1: 10 MW Annual O&M Cost Estimate & Sample Cash Flow:
This is the projected annual revenue from power and steam sales. This first chart assumes selling power
at $64 per MW/hr and selling 50% of the residual heat at $10 per MMBTUs (approximately 50% of the
cost of liquid propane, factoring the delivered efficiencies). This assumes the facility is operating 24/7 for
345 days a year.
Commodity
10MW Electrical Power @$64 - $72/MW
Residual Heat @$10/MMBTUs
TOTAL Annual Revenue

Sell Price
$5,299,200
$3,107,650
$8,406,850

This sample cash flow demonstrates Example 1 over a 25 year period, although the actual financing
period will likely be 20 years. This assumes the project would be 100% financed at 5.5% on a municipal
revenue bond. This also assumes fuel is $30/ton and power purchase price is $64 MW/hr.

Co-Gen Example 1 Cash Flow Sample
[LCEDA: 10MW Biomass Co-Gen; $64 MW/hr & $10 mmbtu Steam]
25 Yr; 5.5% Int.; 24hrs/345 days; $30/BDT Fuel x 130K Tons/yr [11/26/07]
Energy
Revenue
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1,399,200
1,399,200
1,399,200
1,399,200
1,399,200
1,399,200
1,399,200

Steam
Revenue
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650

Total
Revenue
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

4,506,850
4,506,850
4,506,850
4,506,850
4,506,850
4,506,850
4,506,850
4,506,850
4,506,850
4,506,850
4,506,850
4,506,850
4,506,850
4,506,850
4,506,850
4,506,850
4,506,850
4,506,850
4,506,850
4,506,850
4,506,850
4,506,850
4,506,850
4,506,850
4,506,850

Principal &
Interest
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)

Ongoing
Operation &
Maintenance
$
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)

Program
Costs
$
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)

Annual
Contribution

Annual Net
Cash flow

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

-

343,116
343,116
343,116
343,116
343,116
343,116
343,116
343,116
343,116
343,116
343,116
343,116
343,116
343,116
343,116
343,116
343,116
343,116
343,116
343,116
343,116
343,116
343,116
343,116
343,116

Cumulative
Net Cash flow
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

343,116
686,232
1,029,349
1,372,465
1,715,581
2,058,697
2,401,813
2,744,929
3,088,046
3,431,162
3,774,278
4,117,394
4,460,510
4,803,626
5,146,743
5,489,859
5,832,975
6,176,091
6,519,207
6,862,324
7,205,440
7,548,556
7,891,672
8,234,788
8,577,904
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Example 1: 10 MW Annual O&M Cost Estimate & Sample Cash Flow (cont’d):
Financial Summary
Program Cost
Rebates & Carbon Credits
Down payment
Amount Financed
Misc. Annual Operational Expense

$ 26,000,000
$ (1,000,000)
$
$ 25,000,000
$ 2,300,000

Annual Buyback Less Fuel Cost
Annual Revenue From Steam

$ 1,399,200
$ 3,107,650

Simple Payback (years)

Annual Interest Rate
Finance Period
Payments per Year
Total Interest Payments

5.5%
25
1
$ 12,274,676

Energy Escalation
Operational Escalation
Service Escalation

5.8

Cumulative Net Cash Flow
$9,000,000
$8,000,000
$7,000,000
$6,000,000
$5,000,000
$4,000,000
$3,000,000
$2,000,000
$1,000,000
$0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
Year
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Example 2: 10 MW Annual O&M Cost Estimate & Sample Cash Flow:
This is the projected annual revenue from power and steam sales. This chart is assumes selling power at
$72 per MW/hr and selling 50% of the residual heat at $10 per MMBTUs (approximately 50% of the cost
of liquid propane, factoring the delivered efficiencies). This assumes the facility is operating 24/7 for 345
days a year.
Commodity
10MW Electrical Power @$72/MW
Residual Heat @$10/MMBTUs
TOTAL ANNUAL REVENUE

Sell Price
$5,961,600
$3,107,650
$9,069,250

This sample cash flow demonstrates Example 1 over a 25 year period, although the actual financing
period will likely be 20 years. This assumes the project would be 100% financed at 5.5% on a municipal
revenue bond. This also assumes fuel is $30/ton and power purchase price is $72 MW/hr.

Co-Gen Example 2 Cash Flow Sample
[LCEDA: 10MW Biomass Co-Gen; $72 MW/hr & $10 mmbtu Steam]
25 Yr; 5.5% Int.; 24hrs/345 days; $30/BDT Fuel x 130K Tons/yr [11/26/07]
Energy
Revenue

YEAR
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,061,600
2,061,600
2,061,600
2,061,600
2,061,600
2,061,600
2,061,600
2,061,600
2,061,600
2,061,600
2,061,600
2,061,600
2,061,600
2,061,600
2,061,600
2,061,600
2,061,600
2,061,600
2,061,600
2,061,600
2,061,600
2,061,600
2,061,600
2,061,600
2,061,600

Steam
Revenue
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650

Total
Revenue
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

5,169,250
5,169,250
5,169,250
5,169,250
5,169,250
5,169,250
5,169,250
5,169,250
5,169,250
5,169,250
5,169,250
5,169,250
5,169,250
5,169,250
5,169,250
5,169,250
5,169,250
5,169,250
5,169,250
5,169,250
5,169,250
5,169,250
5,169,250
5,169,250
5,169,250

Principal &
Interest
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)

Ongoing
Operation &
Maintenance
$
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)

Program
Costs
$
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)

Annual
Contribution

Annual Net
Cash flow

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

-

1,005,516
1,005,516
1,005,516
1,005,516
1,005,516
1,005,516
1,005,516
1,005,516
1,005,516
1,005,516
1,005,516
1,005,516
1,005,516
1,005,516
1,005,516
1,005,516
1,005,516
1,005,516
1,005,516
1,005,516
1,005,516
1,005,516
1,005,516
1,005,516
1,005,516

Cumulative
Net Cash flow
$
$ 1,005,516
$ 2,011,032
$ 3,016,549
$ 4,022,065
$ 5,027,581
$ 6,033,097
$ 7,038,613
$ 8,044,129
$ 9,049,646
$ 10,055,162
$ 11,060,678
$ 12,066,194
$ 13,071,710
$ 14,077,226
$ 15,082,743
$ 16,088,259
$ 17,093,775
$ 18,099,291
$ 19,104,807
$ 20,110,324
$ 21,115,840
$ 22,121,356
$ 23,126,872
$ 24,132,388
$ 25,137,904
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Example 2: 10 MW Annual O&M Cost Estimate & Sample Cash Flow:
Financial Summary
Program Cost
Rebates & Carbon Credits
Down payment
Amount Financed
Misc. Annual Operational Expense

$ 26,000,000
$ (1,000,000)
$
$ 25,000,000
$ 2,300,000

Annual Buyback Less Fuel Cost
Annual Revenue From Steam

$ 2,061,600
$ 3,107,650

Simple Payback (years)

Annual Interest Rate
Finance Period
Payments per Year
Total Interest Payments

5.5%
25
1
$ 12,274,676

Energy Escalation
Operational Escalation
Service Escalation

5.0

Cumulative Net Cash Flow
$30,000,000
$25,000,000
$20,000,000
$15,000,000
$10,000,000
$5,000,000
$0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
Year
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Example 3: 10 MW Annual O&M Cost Estimate & Sample Cash Flow:
This is the projected annual revenue from power and steam sales. This chart assumes selling power at
$72 per MW/hr and selling 50% of the residual heat at $10 per MMBTUs (approximately 50% of the cost
of liquid propane, factoring the delivered efficiencies). Woodchips are factored at $25 per ton FOB plant.
This also assumes the facility is operating 24/7 for 345 days a year.
Commodity
10MW Electrical Power @$72/MW
Residual Heat @$10/MMBTUs
TOTAL ANNUAL REVENUE

Sell Price
$5,961,600
$3,107,650
$9,069,250

This sample cash flow demonstrates Example 3 over a 25 year period, although the actual financing
period will likely be 20 years. This assumes the project would be 100% financed at 5.5% on a municipal
revenue bond. This also assumes fuel is $25/ton and power purchase price is $72 MW/hr.

Co-Gen Example 3 Cash Flow Sample
[LCEDA: 10MW Biomass Co-Gen; $72 MW/hr & $10 mmbtu Steam]
25 Yr; 5.5% Int.; 24hrs/345 days; $25/BDT Fuel x 130K Tons/yr [11/26/07]
Energy
Revenue

YEAR
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,711,600
2,711,600
2,711,600
2,711,600
2,711,600
2,711,600
2,711,600
2,711,600
2,711,600
2,711,600
2,711,600
2,711,600
2,711,600
2,711,600
2,711,600
2,711,600
2,711,600
2,711,600
2,711,600
2,711,600
2,711,600
2,711,600
2,711,600
2,711,600
2,711,600

Steam
Revenue
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650
3,107,650

Total
Revenue
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

5,819,250
5,819,250
5,819,250
5,819,250
5,819,250
5,819,250
5,819,250
5,819,250
5,819,250
5,819,250
5,819,250
5,819,250
5,819,250
5,819,250
5,819,250
5,819,250
5,819,250
5,819,250
5,819,250
5,819,250
5,819,250
5,819,250
5,819,250
5,819,250
5,819,250

Principal &
Interest
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)
(1,863,734)

Ongoing
Operation &
Maintenance
$
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)
$ (2,300,000)

Program
Costs
$
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)
$ (4,163,734)

Annual
Contribution

Annual Net
Cash flow

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

-

1,655,516
1,655,516
1,655,516
1,655,516
1,655,516
1,655,516
1,655,516
1,655,516
1,655,516
1,655,516
1,655,516
1,655,516
1,655,516
1,655,516
1,655,516
1,655,516
1,655,516
1,655,516
1,655,516
1,655,516
1,655,516
1,655,516
1,655,516
1,655,516
1,655,516

Cumulative
Net Cash flow
$
$ 1,655,516
$ 3,311,032
$ 4,966,549
$ 6,622,065
$ 8,277,581
$ 9,933,097
$ 11,588,613
$ 13,244,129
$ 14,899,646
$ 16,555,162
$ 18,210,678
$ 19,866,194
$ 21,521,710
$ 23,177,226
$ 24,832,743
$ 26,488,259
$ 28,143,775
$ 29,799,291
$ 31,454,807
$ 33,110,324
$ 34,765,840
$ 36,421,356
$ 38,076,872
$ 39,732,388
$ 41,387,904
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Example 3: 10 MW Annual O&M Cost Estimate & Sample Cash Flow:
Financial Summary
Program Cost
Rebates & Carbon Credits
Down payment
Amount Financed
Misc. Annual Operational Expense

$ 26,000,000
$ (1,000,000)
$
$ 25,000,000
$ 2,300,000

Annual Buyback Less Fuel Cost
Annual Revenue From Steam

$ 2,711,600
$ 3,107,650

Simple Payback (years)

Annual Interest Rate
Finance Period
Payments per Year
Total Interest Payments

5.5%
25
1
$ 12,274,676

Energy Escalation
Operational Escalation
Service Escalation

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

4.5

Cumulative Net Cash Flow
$45,000,000
$40,000,000
$35,000,000
$30,000,000
$25,000,000
$20,000,000
$15,000,000
$10,000,000
$5,000,000
$0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
Year

NOTE: Liquid propane was used in these comparisons for two reasons. Propane is the common fuel
source available in the area; and propane lately has not exhibited the drastic price fluctuations that
natural gas has demonstrated. A proper investment grade audit will use a NG price comparison as well
as propane. Most industrial areas base their fuel cost on a NG base.
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Summary & Next Steps – Biomass Co-Generation
Under energy de-regulation, distributed power generation has become a growing trend, with more of the
power industry accepting it as a means to satisfy the ever-increasing demand for power, especially
renewable or “green” energy. As large-scale fossil-fuel (coal, oil and natural gas) power plants becoming
more difficult to implement, and any new nuclear power plants are still year’s away, small-scale
distributed generation is an attractive way to address the ever growing energy demand.
Additionally, there are other benefits to smaller plants. These include:
Reduced transmission cost.
Reduced risk of a local power problems disrupting an entire service area.
Using local resources that support the local economy.
Reduced greenhouse gas and airborne emissions.
Beneficial and productive use of residual steam heat
Sustainable job creation and revenue for local communities
The ability for local communities to control their demand-side and supply-side energy use
“Green power” is sustainable and can be marketed at a premium price.
Renewable power can be used for carbon credits for industries needing to reduce a carbon
“footprint”.
 There are several Federal & State incentive, grant and subsidies programs for renewable
energy plants designed to offset some of the project first costs.
 Renewable energy commitment helps a community to market itself to potential businesses
looking to relocate to “green communities.
 Developing a biomass waste-to-energy plant is a critical step in the developing cellulosic
ethanol industry.










Although current conditions do not favor the immediate use of processing federal forest land biomass
waste, the trend is clearly moving towards responsible stewardship programs that are both
environmentally friendly and economically viable.
These trends support substantiating the value of
renewable biomass waste as a way to produce healthier forests. This is an excellent chance for rural and
forest-based communities to reinvigorate their local economies with sustainable jobs and public revenue.

Investment-Grade Project Development Agreement (PDA)
This study was meant to provide an indication of the feasibility for various demand-side (conservation &
fuel switching) and supply-side (generation) projects. Based on this initial study, several projects,
including the co-generation plant appear to be technically and financially viable. However, a cogeneration plant requires an investment-grade business plan/PDA in order to develop and secure
financing for this project. An investment-grade PDA will cost approximately $300-350,000 or 1% of the
total project cost, or roughly 13% of the project design costs. In most cases there is an substantial
amount of “in-kind” engineering and development costs provided by the Prime Contractor in light of the
public/private partnership for the design and delivery of the project.
An investment-grade PDA/business plan will include, but is not limited to, the following information:
 Site selection, plant size, key equipment, etc.
 ROM (Rough Order of Magnitude) estimate cost of construction (with estimates for timesensitive material and labor escalation)
 Basic Emissions & DEQ requirements and cost of permitting
 Preliminary input requirements (fuel, power, water, etc.)
 Preliminary outputs (power, steam, waste water, waste heat, etc.)
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 Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) Analysis, including clear performance benchmarks and
financial payback requirements
 Identify and confirm Power Purchase agreements - timeline, steps, permitting process,
application costs, etc.
 Preliminary costs and requirements to connect to grid
 Identify potential use for waste heat/steam
 Fuel delivery plan (biomass)
 Identify contractual requirements, including identifying the public/private relationship (incl.
DBOM, DBOOM, etc.)
 Financial Engineering plan, including recommendations and identification of funding process,
method, options, etc.
 Identification of other performance requirements
 Design development & Construction timeline
 Project pricing breakdown and structure
The PDA is designed to be billed on accrued T & M basis; and thus, is set up to “fast-fail” the project as
quickly as possible. In other words the goal is to identify any “icebergs” that will make the project
unworkable so as to limit cost to the owner. Should the entire amount be spent, then the PDA was
successful and the project can be funded and taken to the design stage.
Design-Build & County-Based Distributed Generation
The Design-Build process is based on the design-build authority granted to public municipalities pursuant
to I.C. §67-2309, and incorporates authorization for counties to sell electricity produced by renewable
energy plants pursuant to I.C. §31-869. It requires an integrated design process and state-of-the art
expertise and experience to produce a supply-side, renewable energy plant. Should the County wish to
proceed with a PDA for a biomass generation project (and related integrated aspects), an RFQ for turnkey Design-Build services must be issued and a Prime Contractor selected. An integrated design and
delivery process is implemented to guarantee the performance of the project. In addition, an open-book
pricing methodology is used that incorporates a cost-plus, fixed fee to a guaranteed maximum (GMAX)
project cost.
DBOM & DBOOM
At their prerogative, the County may elect to own every aspect of the project and thereby maximize the
revenue they will collect from the project. However, some public entities elect to incorporate a DesignBuild-Operate-Maintain (DBOM) or Design-Build-Own-Operate-Maintain (DBOOM) arrangement whereby
there is a Private/Public partnership in the ownership and long-term operation of the project. In some
instances, there are multiple financial and contractual arrangements for a supply-side project. Most
importantly thing is the arrangement provides the optimum sustainable benefit to the community.
Demand-side Management Programs
The supply-side project should include a comprehensive energy conservation/savings program for all
existing buildings. This includes fuel switching to biomass wherever it makes financial and technical
sense. By minimizing the amount of energy used, Lemhi and Custer Counties will reap additional benefits
in long-term cost-avoided energy and operational savings.
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For further information, please contact:
David C. Naccarato, MA
Business Development Manager
McKinstry Co.
950 W. Bannock Street
Suite 805
Boise, ID 83702
Mobile: 208.559.0255
Office: 208.344.3646
Fax: 208.344.5837
www.mckinstry.com

"For The Life Of Your Building"

Marvin Sauer
Commissioning & Systems Engineer
McKinstry Co.
950 W. Bannock St.
Suite 805
Boise, ID 83702
Office: 208.344.3387
Cell: 208.870.6427
Fax: 208.334.5837
www.mckinstry.com
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Michael S. Johnson, PE
Project Director
McKinstry Co.
Direct: 208.344.3575
Cell: 208.559.5297
Fax: 208.344.5837
www.mckinstry.com
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